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BEAL and ONG ‘Wood en stock’
are working on a program of tree 
planting on the island
of Madagascar since 2009. 
For each rope bought, bEAL plants
one tree on the edge of the Andringitra National Park, 
which is located in the Sahanambo valley 
on the southern part of the island. 

Since the beginning of the project, 
700,000 trees have been planted. 
This initiative reflects the bEAL commitment to preserving 
the environment for future generations of outdoor enthu-
siasts.

rope
tree 
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active line

intensive line

mountain line

active line
ZenitH 9,5 mm

KaRma 9,8 mm

viRus 10 mm

antiDote 10,2 mm

leGenD 8,3 mm

RanDo 8 mm

DiaBlo 9,8 mm  

DiaBlo 10,2 mm  
indoor
Wall masteR 10,5 mm  

Wall scHoll 10,2 mm  

intensive line
oPeRa 8,5 mm    

JoKeR 9,1 mm    

stinGeR 9,4 mm  

BoosteR 9,7 mm  

tiGeR 10 mm  

FlYeR 10,2 mm  

toP Gun 10,5 mm  

aPollo 11 mm  

ice line 8,1 mm  

coBRa 8,6 mm  

veRDon 9 mm  

mountain line uIaa WaTEr rEPELLENT 
oPeRa 8,5 mm     

JoKeR 9,1 mm     

stinGeR 9,4 mm   

BoosteR 9,7 mm   

tiGeR 10 mm   

FlYeR 10,2 mm   

toP Gun 10,5 mm   

aPollo 11 mm   

GullY 7,3 mm    

ice line 8,1 mm   

coBRa 8,6 mm   

veRDon 9 mm   

RanDo 8 mm   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dry Cover

Golden Dry

Thermo Fluid 

unicore

alpinism Hiking

snow route mixed route Ice falls Hiking Glacier 
walking

Our ACTIVE ropes have been designed to cover the largest 
range of climbing disciplines possible, from the occasional 
outing to big walling with sport and indoor climbing in 
between. They are all constructed using BEAL’s advanced 
technology which provides excellent impact absorption 
thanks to low impact forces.

Benefits:

> Excellent impact absorption thanks to low impact forces

> Ecological construction (without chemical treatments or dye)

The INTENSIVE ropes are designed for hard work in the 
mountains. Every individual sheath strand has been DRY 
COVER treated to provide astonishing results: an increase in 
durability, moisture resistance and suppleness whilst redu-
cing overall weight.

All ropes are manufactured using the THERMO FLUID pro-
cess creating a more compact and supple rope.

Benefits:

> Dust and moisture resistance

> Limited water absorption

> Rope runs smoothly through karabiners and belay devices

> Abrasion resistance during normal use

Specifically developed for climbing in challenging weather 
conditions found when mountaineering or ice climbing, 
MOUNTAIN ropes benefit from 2 treatments: in addition to 
the sheath’s DRY COVER treatment, all core strands are in-
dividually treated with a water repellent coating. The com-
bination of both treatments creates a GOLDEN DRY rope. 
All MOUNTAIN ropes are GOLDEN DRY. They therefore fea-
ture the same benefits as INTENSIVE ropes, but with mini-
mal water absorption and increased suppleness. All MOUN-
TAIN ropes are UIAA WATER REPELLENT accredited, and are 
constructed using the THERMO FLUID process creating a 
more compact and supple rope.

Benefits

> Water and frost resistant

> Very little weight gain in humid conditions

> Prevents the rope diameter from expanding 

> Rope runs smoothly through karabiners and belay devices

> Abrasion resistance during normal use

ro
p

e
s

outdoor climbing

indoor
climbing Occasional sporting High level

major routes
adventure 
climbing

single rope

Half rope

Twin rope

tHE RAngES
BEAL

HOw tO cHOOSE
yOuR ROPE
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Dry COVEr  

GOLDEN Dry  

saFE CONTrOL
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RAiSEd nuMBER OF FALLS

Although the UIAA requires a minimum resistance to 5 falls at 
factor 1,77,
BEAL greatly exceeds the requirements of the standards and 
goes well beyond this number of falls.

LOw iMPAct FORcE

Apart from Wall Master VI, with very specific properties, all the 
single ropes have a maximum impact force of around 7 kN, 
and the double ropes around 5 kN. But we go much further, 
because at the end of the series of successive
test falls, our ropes still do not exceed the limit which is only 
required for the first fall! When you consider that rope loses 
some of its dynamic qualities with each fall, this is an incredible 
performance, guaranteed only by BEAL!

SHARP EdgE
 
In 2002 the UIAA adopted a complementary test to the 
normal one for testing the strength of a rope over a metal 
edge. The standard UIAA test involves a mass of 80 kg, with 
a fall of factor 1.77, held over a metal edge of 5mm radius 
to simulate a karabiner. The test uses the same weight of 80 
Kg (55 Kg for one strand of double rope), and the same fall 
factor, but this time over a sharp edge of just 0.75 mm radius.
From 2005, the UIAA no longer recognises the validity of this 
test.

BEAL
 
 FOR MORE SECURITY

Lower impact force and higher number of 
falls held, so better security.

the more the impact force is lowered:

> the more your fall is cushioned.
>  the more you protect your anchor point 

(particularly important if it is questionable).
>  the easier it is for your second to hold 

you.

OuR TREATmEnTs
 
 MORE DURABILTY

Process whereby every individual core and sheath strand is treated with 
a hydrophobic chemical formula before the rope is manufactured. The 
treatment is polymerised at high temperatures. This polymerisation 
process together with every strand being coated increases the longevity 
of the treatment. A GOLDEN DRY rope combines 2 treatments: the 
core’s treatment is added to the DRY COVER sheath treatment. This 
helps to achieve an astonishingly durable and waterproof rope.

A GOLDEN DRY rope:

- Is more frost and water resistant.
- Gains very little weight in humid conditions.
- Improves rope suppleness through karabiners and belay devices.
- Is more abrasion resistant during normal use.

The GOLDEN DRY treatment allows ropes to be labelled as 
UIAA WATER REPELLENT:

BEAL ropes with a GOLDEN DRY treatment absorb less than 3% 
of water when tested to the UIAA’s standards:

>  A rope sample is subjected to light abrasion over its entire 
surface; equivalent to a few days’ use.

> It is soaked for 15 minutes following a precise procedure.
>  The amount of absorbed water must not be greater than 5% 

of the sample’s weight.

With less than 3% of water absorption, BEAL’s GOLDEN DRY 
ropes easily satisfy the UIAA’s requirements.

aDDitional inFoRmation: 

> An untreated rope absorbs around 50% of water in this test.
> Only the UIAA WATER REPELLENT marking guarantees performance.

OuR pROCEss 
 
 MORE INNOVATION

A process whereby every individual sheath strand receives a chemical 
treatment before the rope is manufactured. The treatment is 
hydrophobic, increases abrasion resistance and is polymerised at high 
temperatures. The polymerisation process together with every strand 
being coated individually increases the life of the treatment.

This treatment makes ropes more resistant against abrasion, repeated 
falls, heat, dust, moisture and vastly increases their durability.

A DRY COVER treated rope is:

> More dust and moisture resistant.
> More abrasion resistant.
> Designed to maintain its suppleness in belay devices over time.

An astonishing process, bonding rope sheath and core without 
affecting the rope’s suppleness. If the sheath is cut or torn, the core and 
sheath remain bonded together. With a standard rope, if the sheath is 
cut by abrasion over an edge, a frequent occurrence in the mountains, 
it slides and gathers over some metres.
It then becomes impossible to pass this zone, whether ascending or 
descending.

An infrared treatment which stabilises the sheath fibers and therefore 
makes yarns more homogeneous. The result is a more compact, better 
handling rope.

OuR OpTiOns

Change of pattern in the middle of the rope without cutting the 
filaments to indicate a length of rope sufficient for descending.

Change of colour in mid-rope, for use when abseiling on double rope.

Indelible black marking at the rope’s mid-point, on single ropes. All 
Beal dynamic single ropes benefit of the BLACK LIMIT, except indoor 
climbing ropes.



ZenitH - 9,5 mm
Blue

Pink

KaRma - 9,8 mm
yellow

Orange

viRus - 10 mm 
Pink

green

antiDote - 10,2 mm 
Blue

yellow

leGenD - 8,3 mm  

Pink

green

DiaBlo - 9,8 mm unicORE
Red

DiaBlo - 10,2 mm unicORE
green

Wall scHool - 10,2 mm 
unicORE

Blue

Red

golf

Wall masteR vi - 10,5 mm 
unicORE

Blue

violet

Orange

oPeRa - 8,5 mm unicORE       
dRy 

cOvER green

dRy 
cOvER Blue

gOLdEn
dRy green

gOLdEn
dRy Blue

dRy 
cOvER

SAFE 
cOntROL
green

JoKeR - 9,1 mm unicORE       
dRy 

cOvER Blue

dRy 
cOvER Orange

dRy 
cOvER

SAFE 
cOntROL
Orange

gOLdEn
dRy Blue

gOLdEn
dRy Orange

stinGeR iii - 9,4 mm unicORE  
dRy 

cOvER Fuchsia

dRy 
cOvER Anis

gOLdEn
dRy Fuchsia

BoosteR iii - 9,7 mm unicORE 
dRy 

cOvER Anis

dRy 
cOvER Blue

gOLdEn
dRy Orange

dRy 
cOvER

SAFE 
cOntROL
Anis

tiGeR - 10 mm unicORE    
dRy 

cOvER Fuchsia

dRy 
cOvER green

gOLdEn
dRy Orange

FlYeR - 10,2 mm     
dRy 

cOvER Anis

dRy 
cOvER Petrol Blue

dRy 
cOvER

SAFE 
cOntROL
Anis

gOLdEn
dRy Fuchsia

 

 

toP Gun ii - 10,5 mm unicORE  
dRy 

cOvER green

dRy 
cOvER Blue

gOLdEn
dRy Blue

aPollo ii - 11 mm    
dRy 

cOvER Red

dRy 
cOvER Anis

gOLdEn
dRy grey

GullY - 7,3 mm unicORE      
gOLdEn

dRy Orange

gOLdEn
dRy green

iceline - 8,1 mm unicORE     
dRy 

cOvER Blue

dRy 
cOvER Fuchsia

gOLdEn
dRy Anis

gOLdEn
dRy Emerald

gOLdEn
dRy Orange

coBRa ii - 8,6 mm unicORE      
dRy 

cOvER Blue

dRy 
cOvER Anis

dRy 
cOvER Orange

gOLdEn
dRy Blue

gOLdEn
dRy Fuchsia

gOLdEn
dRy green

dRy 
cOvER

Bicolor
Orange/
green

veRDon ii - 9 mm   
dRy 

cOvER yellow

dRy 
cOvER violet

gOLdEn
dRy Blue

gOLdEn
dRy Fuchsia

RanDo - 8 mm   

Blue

Orange

green

gOLdEn
dRy yellow

gOLdEn
dRy Pink

sPelenium 
8,5 mm

9 mm

10 mm

10,5 mm

gold 
9,5 mm

antiPoDes - 8 mm 

aquatecH - 9 mm 
Red

aqualine - 9,5 mm 
yellow

PRo canYon - 10,3 mm uniCORE
Orange

active line

8 9

intensive line mountain line&
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rOPEs rOPEs

single rope

Half rope

Twin rope

Key
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ZenitH 9,5 mm EN 892 7 - 7,3 kN 7,5 kN 7 6 38 % 9,2 % 0 mm 48 59 g

KaRma 9,8 mm EN 892 7,1 - 7,2 kN 7,5 kN 8 - 9 7 36 % 8 % 0 mm 40 61 g

viRus 10 mm EN 892 7,4 - 7,6 kN 7,8 kN 8 - 9 8 35 % 8 % 0 mm 48 63 g

antiDote 10,2 mm EN 892 7,4 - 7,6 kN 7,8 kN 8 - 10 8 35 % 8 % 0 mm 48 66 g

leGenD 8,3 mm EN 892 5 - 5,2 kN 5,3 kN 13-15 13 36 % 9 % 0 mm 40 47 g

DiaBlo 9,8 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,90 - 8,00 kN 8,2 kN 5 - 6 5 36 % 9,2 % 0 mm 32 61 g

DiaBlo 10,2 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,90 - 8,20 kN 8,4 kN 7 6 37 % 8,7 % 0 mm 32 64 g

FeRRata 28 m 9,4 mm EN 892 7,60 - 7,80 kN 8,2 kN 8 - 9 6 37 % 9,5 % 0 mm 40 59 g

Wall masteR vi 
10,5 mm uNICOrE EN 892 8,10 - 8,20 kN 8,4 kN 8 - 9 7 36 % 8,5 % 0 mm 32 71 g

Wall scHool 10,2 mm 
uNICOrE EN 892 8,10 - 8,20 kN 8,4 kN 7 - 8 6 36 % 8,5 % 0 mm 32 64 g

EN 892 < 12 kN/80 kg ≥ 5/80 kg ≤ 40 % ≤ 10 % ≤ 20 mm

oPeRa 8,5 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,40 kN 7,4 kN 5 5 37 % 8,4 % 0 mm 48 48 g

oPeRa 8,5 mm uNICOrE EN 892 5,50 kN 5,5 kN 20 - 22 18 32 % 8,4 % 0 mm 48 48 g

oPeRa 8,5 mm uNICOrE EN 892 8,40 - 8,60 kN 8,8 kN > 25 ≥ 25 29 % 5,1 % 0 mm 48 48 g

JoKeR 9,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,90 - 8,20 kN 8,2 kN 5 - 6 5 34 % 8 % 0 mm 48 52 g

JoKeR 9,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 5,60 - 5,80 kN 6,0 kN 24 - 26 20 32 % 8 % 0 mm 48 52 g

JoKeR 9,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 9,10 - 9,30 kN 9,5 kN > 25 > 25 29 % 7 % 0 mm 48 52 g

stinGeR iii 9,4 mm 
uNICOrE EN 892 7 - 7,20 kN 7,5 kN 9 7 37 % 9,5 % 0 mm 40 57 g

BoosteR iii 9,7 mm 
uNICOrE EN 892 7,00 - 7,20 kN 7,3 kN 10 - 11 8 38 % 9,7 % 0 mm 40 61 g

tiGeR 10 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,50 - 7,60 kN 7,6 kN 7 - 8 7 37 % 10 % 0 mm 48 61 g

FlYeR 10,2 mm EN 892 7,25 - 7,35 kN 7,4 kN 11 9 37 % 7,7 % 0 mm 48 65 g

toP Gun ii 10,5 mm 
uNICOrE EN 892 7,35 - 7,40 kN 7,4 kN 13 - 14 11 37 % 9,5 % 0 mm 48 68 g

aPollo ii 11 mm EN 892 7,50 - 7,60 kN 7,7 kN 16 -17 16 35 % 9,5 % 0 mm 48 75 g

ice line 8,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 4,80 - 4,90 kN 4,9 kN 6 - 7 6 37 % 11,5 % 0 mm 32 39 g

coBRa ii 8,6 mm uNICOrE EN 892 4,85 - 4,90 kN 5,1 kN 18 - 20 16 35 % 11,5 % 0 mm 40 48 g

veRDon ii 9 mm EN 892 5,15 - 5,25 kN 5,3 kN 18 - 19 15 34 % 11 % 0 mm 32 49 g

EN 892 < 8 kN/55 kg sur 1 brin ≥ 5/55 kg ≤ 40 % ≤ 12 % ≤ 20 mm

sPelenium 8,5 mm 
uNICOrE EN 1891 B 2000 daN (kg) 7 (80 kg) 4,0 kN 4,8 % 0 % 49 g 42 % 58 % 1 %

sPelenium 9 mm EN 1891 B 1900 daN (kg) 8 (80 kg) 4,0 kN 3,6 % 0,3 % 51 g 43 % 57 % 4 %

sPelenium GolD 
9,5 mm EN 1891 B 1800 daN (kg) 5 (80 kg) 4,6 kN 2 % 0,4 % 55 g 40 % 60 % 4 %

sPelenium 10 mm EN 1891 A 2500 daN (kg) 6 (100 kg) 5,0 kN 4,1 % 0 % 61 g 41 % 59 % 3 %

sPelenium 10,5 mm EN 1891 A 2800 daN (kg) 15 (100 kg) 5,0 kN 3,7 % 0 % 67 g 38 % 62 % 3,3 %

> 2200 daN (kg) 
en type A

> 1800 daN (kg) 
en type B

> 5/100 kg 
en type A
> 5/80 kg 
en type B

< 6 kN 
en type A et B

≤ 5 % 
en type A et B

20 mm + 10 
(D-9 mm) 

type A
< 15 mm  

type B

aqua’ tecH 9 mm EN 1891 B 1900 daN (kg) 8 (80 kg) 4,0 kN 3,6 % 0,3 % 51 g 43 % 57 % 4 %

aqualine 9,5 mm EN 1891 B 1900 daN (kg) 5 (80 kg) 4,8 kN 2,4 % 0,4 % 55 g 40 % 60 % 5 %

PRo canYon 10,3 mm 
uNICOrE EN 1891 A 2500 daN (kg) 5 (100 kg) 5 kN 3,6 % 0 % 70 g 36 % 64 % 0 %

EN 1891
> 2200 daN (kg) 

en type A
> 1800 daN (kg) 

en type B

> 5 
en type A et B

< 6 kN 
en type A et B

≤ 5 % 
en type A et B

20 mm + 10 
(D-9 mm) 

type A
< 15 mm  

type B

oPeRa 8,5 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,20 - 7,40 kN 7,4 kN 5 5 37 % 8,4 % 0 mm 48 48 g

oPeRa 8,5 mm uNICOrE EN 892 5,30 - 5,50 kN 5,5 kN 20 - 22 18 32 % 8,4 % 0 mm 48 48 g

oPeRa 8,5 mm uNICOrE EN 892 8,40 - 8,60 kN 8,8 kN > 25 ≥ 25 29 % 5,1 % 0 mm 48 48 g

JoKeR 9,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,90 - 8,20 kN 8,2 kN 5 - 6 5 34 % 8 % 0 mm 48 52 g

JoKeR 9,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 5,60 - 5,80 kN 6,0 kN 24 - 26 20 32 % 8 % 0 mm 48 52 g

JoKeR 9,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 9,10 - 9,30 kN 9,5 kN > 25 > 25 29 % 7 % 0 mm 48 52 g

stinGeR iii 9,4 mm 
uNICOrE EN 892 7 - 7,20 kN 7,5 kN 9 7 37 % 9,5 % 0 mm 40 57 g

BoosteR iii 9,7 mm 
uNICOrE EN 892 7,00 - 7,20 kN 7,3 kN 10 - 11 8 38 % 9,7 % 0 mm 40 61 g

tiGeR 10 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,50 - 7,60 kN 7,6 kN 7 - 8 7 37 % 10 % 0 mm 48 61 g

FlYeR 10,2 mm EN 892 7,25 - 7,35 kN 7,4 kN 11 9 37 % 7,7 % 0 mm 48 65 g

toP Gun ii 10,5 mm 
uNICOrE EN 892 7,35 - 7,40 kN 7,4 kN 13 - 14 11 37 % 9,5 % 0 mm 48 68 g

aPollo ii 11 mm EN 892 7,50 - 7,60 kN 7,7 kN 16 -17 16 35 % 9,5 % 0 mm 48 75 g

GullY 7,3 mm uNICOrE EN 892 4,90 - 5,10 kN 5,2 kN 6 - 7 6 35 % 10,1 % 0 mm 32 36 g

GullY 7,3 mm uNICOrE EN 892 7,90 - 8,00 kN 7,9 kN 13 - 15 12 34 % 8,9 % 0 mm 32 36 g

ice line 8,1 mm uNICOrE EN 892 4,80 - 4,90 kN 4,9 kN 6 - 7 6 37 % 11,5 % 0 mm 32 39 g

coBRa ii 8,6 mm uNICOrE EN 892 4,85 - 4,90 kN 5,1 kN 18 - 20 16 35 % 11,5 % 0 mm 40 48 g

veRDon ii 9 mm EN 892 5,15 - 5,25 kN 5,3 kN 18 - 19 15 34 % 11 % 0 mm 32 49 g

RanDo 8 mm EN 892 8,20 - 8,40 kN 8,5 kN 12 12 36 % 8 % 0 mm 32 37 g

active line

intensive line

mountain line uIaa WaTEr rEPELLENT
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Nylon

Nylon

Nylon sheath 
and 

Nylon + Vectran core

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon sheath 
and 

Nylon + Vectran core

Nylon

Standard requirements

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

indoor
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

YES

ro
p

e
ssemi-static cavinG RoPes  / uiaa

canYoninG RoPes 

Model Standard Type
Impact force

UIAA
Laboratory

BEAL
guaranteed
impact force

Number
of falls UIAA
Laboratory

Number
of falls BEAL

Guaranty

Extension
during

the first fall

Static
elongation

(80 kg)

Sheath
slippage

(± 5mm/2m

 Number
of bobbins

Weight
per metre

Resistance
to a factor 1,77 fall

over an edge of
radius 0,75 mm

Standard requirements

Standard requirements

Standard requirements

Standard requirements

Model Standard Type
Impact force

UIAA
Laboratory

BEAL
guaranteed
impact force

Number
of falls UIAA
Laboratory

Number
of falls BEAL

Guaranty

Extension
during

the first fall

Static
elongation

(80 kg)

Sheath
slippage

(± 5mm/2m

 Number
of bobbins

Weight
per metre

Resistance
to a factor 1,77 fall

over an edge of
radius 0,75 mm

Model Standard Type Breaking 
load

Number
of factor
1 falls

Impact force
factor 0,3

Elongation
50/150 kg

Sheath
slippage

Weight
per metre

Sheath
percentage

Core
percentage Shrinkage Material

Model Standard Type Breaking 
load

Number
of factor
1 falls

Impact force
factor 0,3

Elongation
50/150 kg

Sheath
slippage

Weight
per metre

Sheath
percentage

Core
percentage Shrinkage Material

OuR StAtiSticSOuR StAtiSticS

Model Standard Type
Impact force

UIAA
Laboratory

BEAL
guaranteed
impact force

Number
of falls UIAA
Laboratory

Number
of falls BEAL

Guaranty

Extension
during

the first fall

Static
elongation

(80 kg)

Sheath
slippage

(± 5mm/2m

 Number
of bobbins

Weight
per metre

Resistance
to a factor 1,77 fall

over an edge of
radius 0,75 mm

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

YES

EN 892 < 12 kN/80 kg sur 2 brins ≥ 12/80 kg ≤ 40 % < 10 % ≤ 20 mm
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Notes : 

ZENITH 9,5 mm

Ref : 
Pink : BC095Z.200.P (200m) / BC095Z.50.P (50m) / BC095Z.60.P (60m) / BC095Z.70.P (70m) / BC095Z.80.P (80m)
Blue : BC095Z.200.B (200m) / BC095Z.50.B (50m) / BC095Z.60.B (60m) / BC095Z.70.B (70m) / BC095Z.80.B (80m)

-

7,5 kN

6

38 %

59 g

-

line

 active line
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KeY FeatUReS

• Handling.
• Compactness.
• Suppleness.

intenDeD FOR

 Very experienced climbers.

Lightweight, performance orientated single rope for use at the crag. 
Its diameter makes the ZENITH 9.5 run smoothly through karabiners, 
therefore making it easier to clip. 

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Our ACTIVE ropes have been designed to cover the 
largest range of climbing disciplines possible, from 
the occasional outing to big walling with sport and 
indoor climbing in between. They are all constructed 
using BEAL’s advanced technology which provides 
excellent impact absorption thanks to low impact 
forces.

Benefits:

>  Excellent impact absorption thanks to low impact 
forces.

>  Ecological construction (without chemical treat-
ments or dye).
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Notes : Notes : 

KARMA 9,8 mm

Ref : 
Yellow : BC098K.200.Y (200m) / BC098K.50.Y (50m) / BC098K.60.Y (60m) / BC098K.70.Y (70m) / BC098K.80.Y (80m)
Orange : BC098K.200.O (200m) / BC098K.50.O (50m) / BC098K.60.O (60m) / BC098K.70.O (70m) / BC098K.80.O (80m)

-

7,5 kN

7

34 %

61g

-

VIRUS 10 mm

Ref : 
Pink : BC100V.200.P (200m) / BC100V.50.P (50m) / BC100V.60.P (60m) / BC100V.70.P (70m) / BC100V.80.P (80m)
Green : BC100V.200.G (200m) / BC100V.50.G (50m) / BC100V.60.G (60m) / BC100V.70.G (70m) / BC100V.80.G (80m)

-

7,8 kN

8

37 %

63g

-

active line 

ro
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KeY FeatUReS

• Handling and compactness.
• Excellent balance between thinness and control.

USe

 Experienced climbers.

As an intermediate cragging rope, the KARMA 9.8 helps you to get 
used to smaller rope diameters. It offers the perfect compromise 
between handling and thinness for climbers wanting to progress.

KeY FeatUReS

• Handling and compactness.
• Versatility.
• Improved control.

USe

 Multi-disciplined climbers.

As the ultimate rope when it comes to versatility, the VIRUS 10 works 
with the majority of belay devices and in all conditions. Its diameter, 
which is neither too thick nor thin, improves control and durability.

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance
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 active line active line

Ref : 
Pink : BC083L.200.P (200m) / BC083L.50.P (50m) / BC083L.60.P (60m) / BC083L.502.P (2x50m) / 
BC083L.602.P (2x60m)
Green : BC083L.200.G (200m) / BC083L.50.G (50m) / BC083L.60.G (60m) / BC083L.502.G (2x50m) /
BC083L.602.G (2x60m)

Ref : 
Yellow : BC102A.200.Y (200m) / BC102A.50.Y (50m) / BC102A.60.Y (60m) / BC102A.70.Y (70m) / BC102A.80.Y (80m)
Blue : BC102A.200.B (200m) / BC102A.50.B (50m) / BC102A.60.B (60m) / BC102A.70.B (70m) / BC102A.80.B (80m)

Notes : Notes : 

LEgEND 8,3 mm 

-

5,3 kN

13

39 %

47 g

-

ANTIDOTE 10,2 mm

-

7,8 kN

8

33 %

66g

-

KeY FeatUReS

• Handling and compactness.
• Good gripping ability.
• Improved control when belaying.

USe

 Long routes, traditional climbing.

Lightweight and supple double rope for long routes. Its feel improves 
the LEGEND 8.3’s level of safety when belaying.

 Double rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

KeY FeatUReS

• Handling and compactness.
• Easy to handle when belaying.
• High abrasion resistance.

USe

 Classic rock climbing.

Versatile cragging rope with a larger diameter to promote handling 
when belaying and increased abrasion resistance.

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance
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active line 

Ref : 
Green : BC102D.50.G (50m) / BC102D.60.G (60m) / BC102D.70.G (70m) / BC102D.80.G (80m) 

Ref : 
Red : BC098D.50.R (50m) / BC098D.60.R (60m) / BC098D.70.R (70m) / BC098D.80.R (80m)

DIABLO 10,2 mm 
uniCORE

-

8,4 kN

6

40 %

64 g

-

Notes : Notes : 

DIABLO 9,8 mm 
uniCORE

-

8,2 kN

5

38 %

61 g

-

ro
p

e
s

KeY FeatUReS

• Remains compact and supple.
• Better abrasion resistance.
• Easy clipping.

USe

 For experienced climbers / belayers only.

KeY FeatUReS

• Remains compact and supple.
• Better abrasion resistance.
• Easy clipping.

USe

 Multi-purpose climbing.

After DIABLO 10.2 UNICORE, BEAL has developed the DIABLO 9.8 
UNICORE for more demanding climbers. Due to its very fluid running 
sheath the 9.8 DIABLO UNICORE performs even better when pulling 
slack and clipping than ‘classic’ ropes of smaller diameter and lower 
weight.
This rope is dedicated to expert climbers and experienced and vigilant 
belayers, because its easy running quality does not give the same 
assurance on belay as a rope of larger diameter.

DIABLO 10.2 UNICORE is the first outdoor use dynamic rope to receive
the UNICORE treatment. Its diameter will provide reassurance to the 
majority of climbers, while its slick sheath and supple handling give the 
sensation of using a much thinner rope. This rope is good for all, being 
effective for the leader and reassuring for the belayer.

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance
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active line 

Ref : 
Violet : BC105W.200.V (200m) / BC105W.20CC.V (20m) / BC105W.30CC.V (30m) / BC105W.40CC.V (40m) / 
BC105W.50CC.V (50m)
Blue : BC105W.200.B (200m) / BC105W.20CC.B (20m) / BC105W.30CC.B (30m) / BC105W.40CC.B (40m) / 
BC105W.50CC.B (50m)
Orange : BC105W.200.O (200m) / BC105W.20CC.O (20m) / BC105W.30CC.O (30m) / BC105W.40CC.O (40m) / 
BC105W.50CC.O (50m)
BC105W (au mètre)
BDECMES (découpe sur-mesure)

Ref : 
Blue : BC102W.200.B (200m) / BC102W.20CC.B (20m) / BC102W.30CC.B (30m) / BC102W.40CC.B (40m) / 
BC102W.50CC.B (50m)
Red : BC102W.200.R (200m) / BC102W.20CC.R (20m) / BC102W.30CC.R (30m) / BC102W.40CC.R (40m) / 
BC102W.50CC.R (50m)
Green : BC102W.200.G (200m) / BC102W.20CC.G (20m) / BC102W.30CC.G (30m) / BC102W.40CC.G (40m) / 
BC102W.50CC.G (50m)
BC102W (au mètre)
BDECMES (découpe sur-mesure)

Notes : Notes : 

WALL MASTER VI 10,5 mm
uniCORE

-

8,4 kN

7

47 %

71 g

-

WALL SCHOOL 10,2 mm
uniCORE 

-

8,4 kN

6

40 %

64 g

-

ro
p

e
s

KeY FeatUReS

• UNICORE process eliminating sheath slippage.
• Thick sheath offering better resistance to abrasion.
•  Thin diameter allowing better handling and knotability even by 

children.

USe

 Indoor wall climbing.

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

This new rope was specifically developed for indoor use in climbing 
gyms. The small diameter allows children to gain better handling and 
confidence knowing that this rope is perfectly adapted to them. Thick 
sheath allows greater resistance to abrasion. The UNICORE process 
binds the sheath to the core of the rope preventing slippage.

 Warning
WALL SCHOOL exists in 3 different solid colours to help with their management at 
the wall or in the club:
• Maybe one colour per wall length.
• Or one colour per year to aid renewal management.
BEAL has made colour a security feature !

KeY FeatUReS

• UNICORE process virtually eliminating sheath slippage.
• Thick and soft to the touch sheath.
• Ease of manipulation over time.

USe

 Indoor wall climbing.

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

 Warning
WALL MASTER VI exists in 3 different solid colours to help with their management 
at the wall or in the club:
• Maybe one colour per wall length.
• Or one colour per year to aid renewal management.
BEAL has made colour a security feature !

Designed specifically for the climbing wall environment - the thicker 
sheath associated with the UNICORE process makes for a tougher rope 
perfectly adapted to resist wear due to repeated belays and low impact 
falls. The astonishing UNICORE process permanently binds the sheath 
to the core of the rope radically decreasing the occurrence of slippage.



Notes : 

Ref :   
DRY COVER Green : BC085O.200.G (200m) / BC085O.50.G (50m) / BC085O.60.G (60m) / BC085O.70.G (70m) / 
BC085O.80.G (80m)
DRY COVER Blue : BC085O.200.B (200m) / BC085O.50.B (50m) / BC085O.60.B (60m) / BC085O.70.B (70m) / 
BC085O.80.B (80m)
sAfE CONTROL DRY COVER Green : BC085O.100SC.G (100m)

7,4 kN 5,5 kN 8,8 kN

5 18 > 25

39 %

48 g

-

in
te

n
Si

v
e

line

   intenSive line

OPERA 8,5 mm 
DRY cOveR
uniCORE
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The INTENSIVE ropes are designed for hard work in 
the mountains. Every individual sheath strand has 
been DRY COVER treated to provide astonishing re-
sults: an increase in durability, moisture resistance 
and suppleness whilst reducing overall weight.

All ropes are manufactured using the THERMO FLUID 
process creating a more compact and supple rope.

Benefits:

> Dust and moisture resistance.

> Limited water absorption.

>  Rope runs smoothly through karabiners and belay 
devices.

> Abrasion resistance during normal use.

Weighing in at only 48 g/m, the Opera 8.5 is the first sub 50g rope and 
is the lightest and thinnest single rope on the market.
It is also rated as a double and twin rope.
The rope is made with technology that combines all of Béal’s know-
how, resulting in low impact forces, UNICORE technology, DRY COVER 
protection and the UIAA Water Repellent standard for the GOLDEN 
DRY version.
This ultra-supple, ultralight rope will please the most demanding sport 
climbers while remaining versatile for mountaineering.

 Warning
Used as single rope, this is not a rope to put in all hands, or in all belaying devices: 
Its thinness makes it a rope which absolutely demands an expert belayer. In effect, 
traditional belay devices will offer reduced braking, and some automatic belay 
devices may not work at all.

KeY FeatUReS

• Ultralight.
• Ultra supple, versatile.
• Offers all the advantages of Unicore technology.

USe

  Top level climber.

   General climber / mountaineer.

Treatment

 Single rope  Double rope  Twin rope

Performances with 80 kg with 55 kg / 1 strand with 80 kg / 2 strands

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance
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Notes : Notes : 

Ref :  
DRY COVER Orange : BC091J.200.O (200m) / BC091J.50.O (50m) / BC091J.60.O (60m) / BC091J.70.O (70 m) / 
BC091J.80.O (80m)
DRY COVER Blue : BC091J.200.B (200m) / BC091J.50.B (50m) / BC091J.60.B (60m) / BC091J.70.B (70 m) /  
BC091J.80.B (80m)
sAfE CONTROL DRY COVER Orange : BC091J.100SC.O (100m)

Ref : 
DRY COVER Fuchsia : 
BC094S.200.F (200m) / BC094S.50.F (50m) / BC094S.60.F (60m) / BC094S.70.F (70m) / BC094S.80.F (80m)
DRY COVER Anis : BC094S.200.A (200m) / BC094S.50.A (50m) / BC094S.60.A (60m) / BC094S.70.A (70m) / 
BC094S.80.A (80m)

8,2 kN 6 kN 9,5 kN

5 20 > 25

35 %

52 g

-

-

7,5 kN

9

38 %

57 g

-

intenSive line   intenSive line 

STINgER III 9,4 mm 
DRY cOveR
uniCORE

JOKER 9,1 mm 
DRY cOveR
uniCORE

ro
p

e
s

KeY FeatUReS

• Multipurpose, Ultra light and free running.
• The rope doesn’t bunch up, and remains supple for the long term.
• Possesses all the advantages of the UNICORE technology.

USe

  Very high level climbers.

   Climber / Mountaineer.

After having been the first thin rope on the market to meet the 
requirements for all three standards for dynamic ropes, JOKER will 
from now on benefit from the latest UNICORE technology. The JOKER, 
at one and the same time a single, double, and twin rope, is now 
UNICORE and will delight the most experienced climbers and alpinists 
seeking lightness, easy running and security, and at the same time the 
traditionalists looking for a multi-purpose rope for ridge climbs, or 
other classic, mixed or snow routes.

 Warning
Used as single rope, this is not a rope to put in all hands, or in all belaying devices: 
Its thinness makes it a rope which absolutely demands an expert belayer. In effect, 
traditional belay devices will offer reduced braking, and some automatic belay 
devices may not work at all.

KeY FeatUReS

• Light and supple.
• Versatile.
• Offers all the advantages of Unicore technology.

USe

 High grade climbers.

Tailored for top level sport climbing, its intermediate rope diameter as 
well as the Unicore process makes it versatile even on alpine terrain.

 Warning
Like the JOKER, this rope requires modified belaying technique.
It also has lower abrasion resistance than ropes of greater diameter.

Treatment

 Single rope  Double rope  Twin rope

Performances with 80 kg with 55 kg / 1 strand with 80 kg / 2 strands

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance
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Ref : 
DRY COVER Blue : BC097B.200.B (200m) / BC097B.50.B (50m) / BC097B.60.B (60m) / BC097B.70.B (70m) /
BC097B.80.B (80m)
DRY COVER Anis : BC097B.200.A (200m) / BC097B.50.A (50m) / BC097B.60.A (60m) / BC097B.70.A (70m) /
BC097B.80.A (80m)
sAfE CONTROL DRY COVER Anis : BC097B.60SC.A (60m) / BC097B.70SC.A (70m) / BC097B.80SC.A (80m)

Ref : 
DRY COVER Fuchsia : BC100T.200.F (200m) / BC100T.50.F (50m) / BC100T.60.F (60m) / BC100T.70.F (70m) / 
BC100T.80.F (80m)
DRY COVER Green : BC100T.200.G (200m) / BC100T.50.G (50m) / BC100T.60.G (60m) / BC100T.70.G (70m) / 
BC100T.80.G (80m)

notes : notes : 

-

7,6 kN

7

40 %

61 g

-

7,3 kN

8

42 %

61 g

 intenSive line

TIgER 10 mm 
DRY cOveR
uniCORE

BOOSTER III 9,7 mm
DRY cOveR
uniCORE

KeY FeatUReS

• A good compromise between weight, suppleness, feel, strength.
• Low impact force.
• High number of falls.
• Has the advantages of UNICORE technology.

USe

 Very experienced climbers.

Compact, supple and ultra-lightweight, this rope -the pioneer of 
thinner ropes- fits in everywhere. Equipped with UNICORE technology, 
it provides high levels of abrasion resistance for experienced climbers.

TIGER 10 mm is an example of multipurpose: in climbing it’s the 
introductory rope for those starting to use thin ropes. Now benefitting 
from the new UNICORE technology, it becomes the perfect rope for all 
adventures.

 Warning
Malgré son diamètre raisonnable, un apprentissage est recommandé pour assurer 
en toute sécurité.

KeY FeatUReS

• Diameter adapted to fit all autolock belay devices diameter.
• Easy to clip and to manipulate.
• The rope sheath doesn’t bunch and remains supple for the long term.
• Has all the benefits of the UNICORE technology.

USe

 Experienced climbers.

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

 Warning
This rope, despite not being the thinnest in the range, is still not for the beginner. Take 
account of the need for careful choice of belaying technique.
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Ref : 
DRY COVER Anis : BC102F.200.A (200m) / BC102F.50.A (50m) / BC102F.60.A (60m) / BC102F.70.A (70m) / 
BC102F.80.A (80m)
DRY COVER Petrol Blue : BC102F.200.PB (200m) / BC102F.50.PB (50m) / BC102F.60.PB (60m) / BC102F.70.PB (70m) / 
BC102F.80.PB (80m)
sAfE CONTROL DRY COVER Anis : BC102F.60SC.A (60m) / BC102F.70SC.A (70m)

Ref : 
DRY COVER Green : BC105T.200.G (200m) / BC105T.50.G (50m) / BC105T.60.G (60m) / BC105T.70.G (70m)
DRY COVER Blue : BC105T.200.B (200m) / BC105T.50.B (50m) / BC105T.60.B (60m) / BC105T.70.B (70m)

-

7,4 kN

9

37 %

65 g

-

7,4 kN

11

40 %

68 g

notes : notes : 

intenSive line 

TOP gUN II 10,5 mm 
DRY cOveR
uniCORE

FLYER 10,2 mm 
DRY cOveR

ro
p

e
s

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

KeY FeatUReS

•  Half way between the TIGER and the TOP GUN, offering a gateway in 
the progression from classic to super-thin ropes.

USe

 Multi-purpose climbing.

Of modern design, concentrating all the latest BEAL innovations for 
great handling with relative lightness.

 Warning
The multi-purpose rope par excellence, but also used more and more on non-abrasive 
climbing walls.

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

KeY FeatUReS

This is the perfect rope for climbing in complete serenity:
• Low impact force and raised number of falls held.
• The rope doesn’t bunch up, and remains supple for the long term.
• Posesses all the advantages conferred by the UNICORE technology.

USe

 Classic climbing.

This rope already has high level results for its record number of falls (11) 
and its low impact force (7.4 kN).
For the future it will now also benefit from the new UNICORE 
technology, which will undeniably confer it with extra security.

 Warning
Reassuring diameter, advised for beginners, for heavy climbers (better grip to hold on 
its greater diameter), and for those looking for a rope with astonishing performance.
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Ref : 
DRY COVER Fuchsia : BC081I.50.F (50m) / BC081I.60.F (60m) / BC081.502.F (2x50m) / BC081.602.F (2x60m)
DRY COVER Blue : BC081I.50.B (50m) / BC081I.60.B (60m) / BC081.502.B (2x50m) / BC081.602.B (2x60m)

Ref : 
DRY COVER Red : BC11A.200.R (200m) / BC11A.50.R (50m) / BC11A.60.R (60m)
DRY COVER Anis : BC11A.200.A (200m) / BC11A.50.A (50m) / BC11A.60.A (60m)

-

4,9 kN

6

41 %

39 g

-

-

7,7 kN

16

35 %

75 g

notes : notes : 

 intenSive line intenSive line

ICE LINE 8,1 mm 
DRY cOveR
uniCORE

APOLLO II 11 mm
DRY cOveR

Already considered to be the must-have rope for ice climbers and expert 
alpinists alike for its extreme fluidity and very low impact force, ICE LINE 
is henceforward available with the new UNICORE technology. Thanks to 
adherence of the core and sheath, ICE LINE benefits from extra security 
- indispensable on thin rope.

 Warning
The thinness of the rope gives it exceptionally easy running, but also demands 
appropriate and specific belaying technique. It’s in Golden Dry that this exceptional 
rope really comes into its own. Used as 2 strands of 60 m, it allows for long runouts, 
but also to retain sufficient length even if you have to cut the ends of rope damaged 
by crampons or axe.

KeY FeatUReS

•  The weight and free-running of twin rope plus the advantages of a 
double rope.

• Ultra low impact force.
• The rope doesn’t bunch and stays flexible for the long term.
• Has all the advantages of the UNICORE technology.

USe

 Ice climbers and expert climbers.

KeY FeatUReS

• Great reserves of security in intensive use.
• Exceptional edge-resistance.
• A sheath capable of withstanding the constraints of Big Wall climbing.

USe

 Traditional and Big Wall climbing.

 Warning
The Big Wall rope, nearly indestructible, as capable of resisting the assaults of the 
worst granite as numerous and repeated climbs on toothed ascenders.

Toughest of the tough, this traditional, virtually indestructible rope is 
capable of surviving the demands of outdoor centres and big walls.

Treatment

 Double rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance
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Ref : 
DRY COVER Anis : BC086C.200.A (200m) / BC086C.50.A (50m) / BC086C.60.A (60m) / BC086C.502.A (2x50m) / 
BC086C.602.A (2x60m)
DRY COVER Orange : BC086C.200.O (200m) / BC086C.50.O (50m) / BC086C.60.O (60m) / BC086C.502.O (2x50m) / 
BC086C.602.O (2x60m)
DRY COVER Blue : BC086C.200.B (200m) / BC086C.50.B (50m) / BC086C.60.B (60m) / BC086C.502.B (2x50m) / 
BC086C.602.B (2x60m)
BICOLOR DRY COVER Green/Orange : BCB086.80.GO (80m) / BCB086.90.GO (90m) / BC086C.100.GO (100m)

Ref : 
DRY COVER Violet : BC09V.200.V (200m) / BC09V.50.V (50m) / BC09V.60.V (60m) / BC09V.502.YV (2x50m)
DRY COVER Yellow : BC09V.200.Y (200m) / BC09V.50.Y (50m) / BC09V.60.Y (60m)

-

5,1 kN

16

39 %

48 g

-

5,3 kN

15

39 %

48 g

notes : notes : 

intenSive line 

VERDON II 9 mm 
DRY cOveR

COBRA II 8,6 mm 
DRY cOveR
uniCORE

ro
p

e
s

KeY FeatUReS

• Excellent compromise between strength and lightness.
• Low impact force and raised number of falls sustained.
• The rope doesn’t bunch up and remains supple for the long term.
• Allows escape by abseil even if the sheath is cut.

USe

 All sorts of mountaineering and adventure climbing use.

The great classic for adventure climbing. Light and free-running for ease 
of use on long routes, on the crag and in the Alps.
Technical and robust enough to sustain the most difficult loadings, it is 
even better today because it now benefits from all the advantages of 
the UNICORE technology.

 Warning
This is the multi-use rope par excellence, if you don’t want to own more than one 
double rope, it’s the COBRA you must have. It has a low impact force (5,1 kN) to 
minimise anchor-point loading, and a sheath of sufficient thickness to withstand the 
most aggressive rock, all for only 48 g and a record number of falls = 16.

KeY FeatUReS

• Resistance to abrasion and edges.
• Low impact force + very high number of falls.

USe

 Long routes, traditional and adventure climbing.

A classic double rope giving maximum security for all types of climbing.

 Warning
The rope for climbing in all situations, capable of surmounting all situations.

Treatment

 Double rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Double rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance
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Specifically developed for climbing in challenging 
weather conditions found when mountaineering or 
ice climbing, MOUNTAIN ropes benefit from 2 treat-
ments: in addition to the sheath’s DRY COVER treat-
ment, all core strands are individually treated with 
a water repellent coating. The combination of both 
treatments creates a GOLDEN DRY rope. All MOUN-
TAIN ropes are GOLDEN DRY. They therefore feature 
the same benefits as INTENSIVE ropes, but with mi-
nimal water absorption and increased suppleness. All 
MOUNTAIN ropes are UIAA WATER REPELLENT accre-
dited, and are constructed using the THERMO FLUID 
process creating a more compact and supple rope.

Benefits

> Water and frost resistant.

> Very little weight gain in humid conditions.

> Prevents the rope diameter from expanding .

>  Rope runs smoothly through karabiners and belay de-
vices.

> Abrasion resistance during normal use.

International Climbing and Mountaineering Federation

BRieF SUMMaRY OF teStS

A rope sample is subjected to light abrasion 
over its entire surface, equivalent to a few 
days’ use.
•  It is then soaked for 15 minutes following a 

precise procedure.
•  The amount of absorbed water must not be 

greater than 5% of the sample’s weight.
A rope that passes this test (in a certified 
laboratory) qualifies as ‘UIAA Water Repellent’.
BEAL’s Golden Dry ropes easily satisfy UIAA 
requirement.

Untreated
rope

UIAA WATER
REPELLENT

rope

BEAL
GoLdEN dRy

rope

THE UIAA STANDARD HENCEFORTH SETS THE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A ROPE TO QUALIFY 

AS ‘UIAA WATER REPELLENT’.

FURtHeR inFORMatiOn:

• A non-treated rope absorbs around 50% of water in this test.
•  A rope labelled as ‘DRY’ but with inadequate treatments absorbs 

between 20 and 40% of water.
• A UIAA Water Repellent rope absorbs less than 5% water.
• A BEAL Golden Dry rope absorbs less than 3% water.
•  Only the ‘UIAA WATER REPELLENT’ marking guarantees 

performance.

WATER 
ABSORPTION

LESS THAN

MOUntain line
ROPeS
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Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Green : BC085O.200GD.G (200m) / BC085O.50GD.G (50m) / BC085O.60GD.G (60m) / 
BC085O.70GD.G (70m) / BC085O.80GD.G (80m)
GOLDEN DRY Blue : BC085O.200GD.B (200m) / BC085O.50GD.B (50m) / BC085O.60GD.B (60m) /
BC085O.70GD.B (70m) / BC085O.80GD.B (80m)

Ref : 
DRY COVER Orange : BC091J.200GD.O (200m) / BC091J.50GD.O (50m) / BC091J.60GD.O (60m) /
BC091J.70GD.O (70m) / BC091J.80GD.O (80m)
DRY COVER Blue : BC091J.200GD.B (200m) / BC091J.50GD.B (50m) / BC091J.60GD.B (60m) / BC091J.70GD.B (70m) / 
BC091J.80GD.B (80m)

Notes : Notes : 

OPERA 8.5 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

JOKER 9,1 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

7,4 kN 5,5 kN 8,8 kN

5 18 > 25

39 %

48 g

-

 

8,2 kN 6 kN 9,5 kN

5 20 > 25

35 %

52 g

-

MOUntain line   

ro
p

e
s

Treatment

 Single rope  Double rope  Twin rope

Performances with 80 kg with 55 kg / 1 strand with 80 kg / 2 strands

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

 Warning
Used as single rope, this is not a rope to put in all hands, or in all belaying devices: 
Its thinness makes it a rope which absolutely demands an expert belayer. In effect, 
traditional belay devices will offer reduced braking, and some automatic belay 
devices may not work at all.

Treatment

 Single rope  Double rope  Twin rope

Performances with 80 kg with 55 kg / 1 strand with 80 kg / 2 strands

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Weighing in at only 48 g per meter, the Opera 8.5 is the first sub 50g 
rope and is the lightest and thinnest single rope on the market.
It is also rated as a double and twin rope.
The rope is made with technology that combines all of Béal’s know-
how, resulting in low impact forces, UNICORE technology, DRY COVER 
protection and the UIAA Water Repellent standard for the GOLDEN 
DRY version.
This ultra-supple, ultralight rope will please the most demanding sport 
climbers while remaining versatile for mountaineering.

KeY FeatUReS

• Ultralight.
• Ultra supple, versatile.
• Offers all the advantages of Unicore technology.

USe

  Top level climber.

   General climber / mountaineer.

KeY FeatUReS

• Multipurpose, Ultra light and free running.
• The rope doesn’t bunch up, and remains supple for the long term.
• Possesses all the advantages of the UNICORE technology.

USe

  Very high level climbers.

   Climber / Mountaineer.

After having been the first thin rope on the market to meet the 
requirements for all three standards for dynamic ropes, JOKER will 
from now on benefit from the latest UNICORE technology. The JOKER, 
at one and the same time a single, double, and twin rope, is now 
UNICORE and will delight the most experienced climbers and alpinists 
seeking lightness, easy running and security, and at the same time the 
traditionalists looking for a multi-purpose rope for ridge climbs, or 
other classic, mixed or snow routes.

 Warning
Used as single rope, this is not a rope to put in all hands, or in all belaying devices: 
Its thinness makes it a rope which absolutely demands an expert belayer. In effect, 
traditional belay devices will offer reduced braking, and some automatic belay 
devices may not work at all.
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Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Fuchsia : BC094S.200GD.F (200m) / BC094S.50GD.F (50m) / BC094S.60GD.F (60m) /
BC094S.70GD.F (70m)

Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Orange : BC097B.200GD.O (200m) / BC097B.50GD.O (50m) / BC097B.60GD.O (60m) / 
BC097B.70GD.O (70m)

notes : notes : 

BOOSTER III 9,7 mm
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

-

7,3 kN

8

42 %

61 g

STINgER III 9,4 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

-

8,2 kN

6

38 %

59 g

-

 MOUntain line

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

 Warning
This rope, despite not being the thinnest in the range, is still not for the beginner. Take 
account of the need for careful choice of belaying technique.

 Warning
Like the JOKER, this rope requires modified belaying technique. It also has lower 
abrasion resistance than ropes of greater diameter.

KeY FeatUReS

• A good compromise between weight, suppleness, feel, strength.
• Low impact force.
• High number of falls.
• Has the advantages of UNICORE technology.

USe

 Very experienced climbers.

Compact, supple and ultra-lightweight, this rope -the pioneer of 
thinner ropes- fits in everywhere. Equipped with UNICORE technology, 
it provides high levels of abrasion resistance for experienced climbers.

KeY FeatUReS

• Light and supple.
• Versatile.
• Offers all the advantages of Unicore technology.

USe

 High grade climbers.

Tailored for top level sport climbing, its intermediate rope diameter as 
well as the Unicore process makes it versatile even on alpine terrain.
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Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Orange : BC100T.200GD.O (200m) / BC100T.50GD.O (50m) / BC100T.60GD.O (60m) /
BC100T.70GD.O (70m)

Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Fuchsia : BC102F.200GD.F (200m) / BC102F.50GD.F (50m) / BC102F.60GD.F (60m) /
BC102F.70GD.F (70m)

notes : notes : 

FLYER 10,2 mm 
GOlDen DRY

TIgER 10 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

-

7,6 kN

7

40 %

61 g

 

-

7,4 kN

9

37 %

65 g

MOUntain line 

ro
p

e
s

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

TIGER 10 mm is an example of multipurpose: in climbing it’s the 
introductory rope for those starting to use thin ropes. Now benefitting 
from the new UNICORE technology, it becomes the perfect rope for all 
adventures.

 Warning
Despite its reasonable diameter, it’s recommended to learn how to use it, to ensure 
your safety.

KeY FeatUReS

• Diameter adapted to fit all autolock belay devices diameter.
• Easy to clip and to manipulate.
• The rope sheath doesn’t bunch and remains supple for the long term.
• Has all the benefits of the UNICORE technology.

USe

 Experienced climbers.

KeY FeatUReS

•  Half way between the TIGER and the TOP GUN, offering a gateway in 
the progression from classic to super-thin ropes.

USe

 Multi-purpose climbing.

Of modern design, concentrating all the latest BEAL innovations for 
great handling with relative lightness.

 Warning
The multi-purpose rope par excellence, but also used more and more on non-abrasive 
climbing walls.
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Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Blue : BC105T.200GD.B (200m) / BC105T.50GD.B (50m) / BC105T.60GD.B (60m) /
BC105T.70GD.B (70m)

Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Grey : BC11A.200GD.GY (200m) / BC11A.50GD.GY (50m) / BC11A.60GD.GY (60m) 

APOLLO II 11 mm
GOlDen DRY

 

-

7,7 kN

16

35 %

75 g

notes : notes : 

TOP gUN II 10,5 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

-

7,4 kN

11

40 %

68 g

 MOUntain line

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Single rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

KeY FeatUReS

• Great reserves of security in intensive use.
• Exceptional edge-resistance.
• A sheath capable of withstanding the constraints of Big Wall climbing.

USe

 Traditional and Big Wall climbing.

 Warning
The Big Wall rope, nearly indestructible, as capable of resisting the assaults of the 
worst granite as numerous and repeated climbs on toothed ascenders.

Toughest of the tough, this traditional, virtually indestructible rope is 
capable of surviving the demands of outdoor centres and big walls.

KeY FeatUReS

This is the perfect rope for climbing in complete serenity:
• Low impact force and raised number of falls held.
• The rope doesn’t bunch up, and remains supple for the long term.
• Posesses all the advantages conferred by the UNICORE technology.

USe

 Classic climbing.

This rope already has high level results with its record number of falls 
(11) and its low impact force (7.4 kN). It now also features the new 
UNICORE technology which will increase the level of security.

 Warning
Reassuring diameter, advised for beginners, for heavy climbers (better grip to hold on 
its greater diameter), and for those looking for a rope with astonishing performance.
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Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Anis : BC081I.50D.A (50m) / BC081I.60GD.A (60m) /
BC081I.70GD.A (70m) / BC081I.502GD.A (2x50m) / BC081I.602GD.A (2x60m)
GOLDEN DRY Orange : BC081I.50GD.O (50m) / BC081I.60GD.O (60m) /
BC081I.70GD.O (70m) / BC081I.502GD.O (2x50m) / BC081I.602GD.O (2x60m)
GOLDEN DRY Emerald : BC081I.50GD.E (50m) / BC081I.60GD.E (60m) /
BC081I.70GD.E (70m) / BC081I.502GD.E (2x50m) / BC081I.602GD.E (2x60m)

Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Orange : BC073G.50GD.O (50m) / BC073G.60GD.O (60m) / BC073G.70GD.O (70m)
GOLDEN DRY Green : BC073G.50GD.G (50m) / BC073G.60GD.G (60m) / BC073G.70GD.G (70m)
GOLDEN DRY : BC073G.502GD.OG (2x50m) / BC073G.602GD.OG (2x60m) / BC073G.702GD.OG (2x70m)

gULLY 7,3 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

5,2 kN 7,9 kN

6 12

45 % 45%

36 g 36 g

- -

ICE LINE 8,1 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

-

4,9 kN

6

41 %

39 g

-

notes : notes : 

MOUntain line  MOUntain line 

ro
p

e
s

Treatment

 Double rope  Twin rope

Performances with 55 kg / 1 strand with 80 kg / 2 strands

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Double rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Weighing only 36 g per metre, the GULLY 7.3 is the lightest double 
rope on the market. It is also certified as twin rope.
Its extremely light weight and very low impact force make the GULLY 
7.3 the ideal rope for ice climbing, mountaineering and the most 
demanding terrain. Like all other thin double ropes in BEAL’s range, 
the GULLY 7.3 benefits from the reliability and additional safety that 
UNICORE technology provides.

 Warning
Extreme care is required for both belaying and abseiling. The very thin diameter 
requires the use of compatible devices and limits its suitability to experts who are 
familiar with thin, slick ropes.

KeY FeatUReS

• Lightweight.
• Free-running.
• Golden Dry series.
• UNICORE technology benefits.

USe

 Expert climbers on glacial, mountain or adventure climbing.

Already considered to be the must-have rope for ice climbers and expert 
alpinists alike for its extreme fluidity and very low impact force, ICE LINE 
is henceforward available with the new UNICORE technology. Thanks to 
adherence of the core and sheath, ICE LINE benefits from extra security 
- indispensable on thin rope.

 Warning
The thinness of the rope gives it exceptionally easy running, but also demands 
appropriate and specific belaying technique. It’s in Golden Dry that this exceptional 
rope really comes into its own. Used as 2 strands of 60 m, it allows for long runouts, 
but also to retain sufficient length even if you have to cut the ends of rope damaged 
by crampons or axe.

KeY FeatUReS

•  The weight and free-running of twin rope plus the advantages of a 
double rope.

• Ultra low impact force.
• The rope doesn’t bunch and stays flexible for the long term.
• Has all the advantages of the UNICORE technology.

USe

 Ice climbers and expert climbers.
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Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Fuchsia : BC09V.50GD.F (50m) / BC09V.60GD.F (60m)
GOLDEN DRY Blue : BC09V.50GD.B (50m) / BC09V.60GD.B (60m)

Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Green : BC086C.50GD.G (50m) / BC086C.60GD.G (60m) /
BC086C.502GD.G (2x50m) / BC086C.602GD.G (2x60m)
GOLDEN DRY Fuchsia : BC086C.50GD.F (50m) / BC086C.60GD.F (60m) /
BC086C.502GD.F (2x50m) / BC086C.602GD.F (2x60m)
GOLDEN DRY Blue : BC086C.50GD.B (50m) / BC086C.60GD.B (60m) /
BC086C.502GD.B (2x50m) / BC086C.602GD.B (2x60m)

VERDON II 9 mm 
GOlDen DRY

 

-

5,3 kN

15

42 %

49 g

COBRA II 8,6 mm 
GOlDen DRY
uniCORE

 

-

5,1 kN

16

39 %

48 g

notes : notes : 

 MOUntain line

Treatment

 Double rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Double rope

Performances

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

KeY FeatUReS

• Resistance to abrasion and edges.
• Low impact force + very high number of falls.

USe

 Long routes, traditional and adventure climbing.

A classic double rope giving maximum security for all types of climbing.

 Warning
The rope for climbing in all situations, capable of surmounting all situations.

KeY FeatUReS

• Excellent compromise between strength and lightness.
• Low impact force and raised number of falls sustained.
• The rope doesn’t bunch up and remains supple for the long term.
• Allows escape by abseil even if the sheath is cut.

USe

 All sorts of mountaineering and adventure climbing use.

The great classic for adventure climbing. Light and free-running for ease 
of use on long routes, on the crag and in the Alps.
Technical and robust enough to sustain the most difficult loadings, it is 
even better today because it now benefits from all the advantages of 
the UNICORE technology.

 Warning
This is the multi-use rope par excellence, if you don’t want to own more than one 
double rope, it’s the COBRA you must have. It has a low impact force (5,1 kN) to 
minimise anchor-point loading, and a sheath of sufficient thickness to withstand the 
most aggressive rock, all for only 48 g and a record number of falls = 16.
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Ref : 
GOLDEN DRY Pink : BC08R.200GD.P (200m) / BC08R.48GD.P (48m) / BC08R.30GD.P (30m) / BC08R.20GD.P (20m)
GOLDEN DRY Yellow : BC08R.200GD.Y (200m) / BC08R.48GD.Y (48m) / BC08R.30GD.Y (30m) / BC08R.20GD.Y (20m)

Ref : 
ACTIVE LINE Orange : BC08R.200.O (200m).O / BC08R.48.O (48m) / BC08R.30.O (30m) / BC08R.20.O (20m)
ACTIVE LINE Blue : BC08R.200.B (200m) / BC08R.48.B (48m) / BC08R.30.B (30m) / BC08R.20.B (20m)
ACTIVE LINE Green : BC08R.200.G (200m) / BC08R.48.G (48m) / BC08R.30.G (30m) / BC08R.20.G (20m)

RANDO 8 mm 
GOlDen DRY

 

8,5 kN 4,2 kN

12 5

40 % 40%

37 g 37 g

-

notes : notes : 

RANDO 8 mm 

8,5 kN 4,2 kN

12 5

40 % 40%

37 g 37 g

-

MOUntain line active line 

ro
p

e
s

 Twin rope  Single rope

Performances with 80 kg / 2 strands with 80 kg / 1 strand

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

Treatment

 Twin rope  Single rope

Performances with 80 kg / 2 strands with 80 kg / 1 strand

Impact force

Number of falls

Sheath %

Weight per metre

Sharp edge 
resistance

KeY FeatUReS

•  Available in 20 and 30 m lengths, also 48 m, with markings each  
12 metres to assist tieing-in.

USe

 High level walking and glacier crossing.

KeY FeatUReS

•  Available in 20 and 30 m lengths, also 48 m, with markings each  
12 metres to assist tieing-in.

USe

 High level walking and glacier crossing.

At just 37 grams per metre, it takes up little room, but it takes the impact ! On snowfields and steep passages, during 
mountain walking or skiing, its properties ensure your security.

 Warning 
Easy snow routes, glacier travel, ski-touring. A snow route is called easy if it has no difficult passages such as the crossing of a bergschrund, 
requiring a belay. It will be possible to progress with any type of dynamic rope:
One strand of single rope, one strand of double rope, one strand of twin rope.
The roping of the party is practised in different ways. BEAL’s choice is to use one strand of twin rope. In order to make the dynamic results for 
this rope more realistic BEAL has decided to indicate the performance more closely related to this use than a twin rope tested on two strands. 
That is with a fall limited to factor 0.8, but with 80 kg on one strand, and the impact force measured with the same parameters.
Even though we forbid the use of RANDO rope on one strand for climbing and mountaineering, these two activities are nevertheless 
practicable if you use 2 strands of RANDO rope.

!  Used singly, climbing & mountaineering forbidden.
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Ref : 
BCAT09.100 (100m) / BCAT09.40 (40m) / BCAT09.70 (70m) 

Ref : 
BCAL095.200 (200m) / BCAL095.100 (100m)

notes : notes : 

AQUA’TECH 9 mm AQUALINE 9,5 mm 

EN 1891B

1900 daN(Kg)

8 (80 kg)

3,6 %

51 g

43%

EN 1891B

1900 daN(Kg)

5 (80 kg)

2,4 %

55 g

40%

ro
p

e
s

Very lightweight type B rope, for use in canyoning.
This rope, because of its construction, will remain especially supple 
over time, maintaining ease of use. Sold only in 40, 70 and 100 metre 
lengths.
The length of each rope is guaranteed, even after shrinkage.

 Warning ADVERTISEMENT

Very lightweight, type B semi-static rope used for canyoning.
Easy to use, this very fine rope is not to be used by everyone.
BEAL has produced a rope that requires a specific abseiling technique and much 
care is needed in managing the friction generated so as not to weaken it through 
abrasion.

KeY FeatUReS

• Very lightweight.
• Ease to handle.
• End markings denote length of rope.

USe

 Technical Canyoning.

KeY FeatUReS

• Light.
• Easy to handle.
• Very little stiffening.

USe

 Technical Canyoning.

Semi-static rope

Type

Breaking load

Number of factor 1 falls

Elongation 50/150 kg

Weight per metre

Sheath %

Semi-static rope

Type

Breaking load

Number of factor 1 falls

Elongation 50/150 kg

Weight per metre

Sheath %

Lightweight type B rope, for technical canyoning.
Very low elongation (2.4%) makes it excellent for long descents on 
one strand.

 Warning
This thin rope, very well adapted to technical canyoning, nevertheless requires 
sustained care and appropriate technique during descents. Its vivid colour allows it 
to be recovered easily to allow rope descent in the water flow. Its diameter allows it 
to remain supple after shrinkage to facilitate knotting and bag stuffing. This rope has 
very low stretch (2,4 %) due to the presence of very static Vectran yarn in the core. 
On shrinking, the rope has a tendency to bunch slightly because the Vectran does not 
contract. This effect does not have any consequences for the use of Aqualine. Under 
the effect of repeated soakings the rope’s length may reduce by up to 10 %.

canYOninG | sEmI-sTaTIC rOPE
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PRO CANYON 10,3 mm 
uniCORE 

HYDRO BAg

SWINg KIT

EN 1891A

2500 daN(Kg)

5kN

3,6 %

70 g

36%

Ref : 
BPC103.200 (200m) / BPC103.100 (100m) / BPC103.40 (40m) / BPC103.60 (60m)

notes : 

40 L 68x26 cm 1130 g 

17 L 57x34 cm 500 g 

neW

neW

BSAC.HYDRO

BSAC.SWING

KeY FeatUReS

•  The PRO CANYON 10.3 mm UNICORE stays suppler over time than an 
ordinary polyamide rope.

•  The PRO CANYON 10.3 mm UNICORE shrinks less in water than an 
ordinary polyamide rope.

USe

 Canyoning.

Semi-static rope

Type

Breaking load

Number of factor 1 falls

Elongation 50/150 kg

Weight per metre

Sheath %

Incredibly supple semi-static rope, particularly suited to canyoning. 
Made entirely from pre-shrunk Polyamide.

KeY FeatUReS

•  Comfortable padded back and 
shoulder straps.

•  Great resistance against abrasion.
•  Optimized water evacuation.
•  Quick release shoulder straps.
•  Big metal toggle to close the bag 
that works well in wet & muddy 
environments.

•  Hi-visibility orange colour to easily 
spot the bag.

USe

 Canyoning.

40 L backpack made of PVC material for canyoning. Adapted for long 
approaches thanks to its comfortable padded back and shoulder straps, 
it is equipped with a hip and sternum belt for better stability when 
carrying. 
The HYDRO BAG has multiple drain holes on the sides and bottom for 
optimized water evacuation. Its bottom is consolidated for better durability 
and protection against abrasion. In case of emergency, it’s possible to eject 
the bag thanks to the shoulder straps quick-release buckles.

aCCEssOrIEs

•  Big carrying handle.
•  Mesh pocket inside the flap of 
the pack.

•  Coloured buckles to tie the 
rope ends.

•  Seven gear loops.
•  Extra webbing loop inside.
•  Emergency whistle in case of 
emergency.

Volume Dimensions
(Height x Width)

Capacity
to carry Weight Material

180 m of 10 mm 
rope

PVC tarpaulin+
polyester slings

Volume Dimensions
(Height x Width)

Capacity
to carry Weight Material

70 m of 10 mm 
rope

PVC tarpaulin+
polyester slings

KeY FeatUReS

• Great resistance against abrasion.
• Comfortable padded back.
• Adjustable shoulder straps.
•  Optimal water evacuation thanks to 
its open/close system at the top and 
at the bottom.

•  Closing system: Two big metal toggles 
to close the bag, works well in wet & 
muddy environments.

•  Hi-visibility orange colour to easily 
spot the bag.

USe

 Canyoning.

17 L double opening rope bag for canyoning. One side can be used to set 
up the anchor line, while the other side can be used to set up the rope 
for descent. The SWING KIT double opening means the whole operation 
becomes easier and safer to use by optimizing weight and avoiding tangles.

canYOninG | sEmI-sTaTIC rOPE canYOninG | BaCKPaCK



SPELENIUM 8,5 mm uniCORE

SPELENIUM gOLD 9,5 mm 

SPELENIUM 9, 10 & 10,5 mm

ANTIPODES 8 mm

ANTIPODES 8 mm

SPELENIUM 8,5 mm UNICORE

SPELENIUM 9 mm

SPELENIUM GOLD 9,5 mm

SPELENIUM 10 mm

SPELENIUM 10,5 mm

BCST08.100 (100m)
BCST08.200 (200m) 

BCSP085.200 (200m) 
BCSP085.100 (100m)
BCSP085.50 (50m)
BCSP085.60 (60m)
BCSP085.70 (70m) 

BCSP09.200 (200m)
BCSP09.100 (100m)
BCSP09.50 (50m)
BCSP09.60 (60m)
BCSP09.80 (80m) 

BCSP095.200 (200m)
BCSP095.100 (100m)
BCSP095.50 (50m) 

BCSP10.200 (200m) 
BCSP10.100 (100m)
BCSP10.50 (50m)
BCSP10.60 (60m)
 

BCSP105.200 (200m)
BCSP105.100 (100m)
BCSP105.50 (50m)
BCSP105.60 (60m)
 

8,5 mm
UNICORE

9 mm 9,5 mm
Gold

10 mm 10,5 mm 9 mm

EN 1891 B EN 1891 B EN 1891 B EN 1891 A EN 1891 A EN 564

2000 DaN(kg) 1900 DaN(kg) 1800 DaN(kg) 2500 DaN(kg) 2800 DaN(kg) 1800 DaN(kg)

7 (80 kg) 8 (80 kg) 5 (80 kg) 6 (100 kg) 15 (100 kg) 2 (80 kg)

4,8% 3,6% 2% 4,1% 3,7% 6,5%

49 g 51 g 55 g 61 g 67 g 41 g

42% 43% 40% 41% 38% 41%

34

Low stretch rope (type B) perfectly adapted to caving. It’s ease of use 
comes from it’s thin diameter and remarkable suppleness characteristic 
of a type B rope.
The UNICORE process which permanently bonds the sheath to the core 
prevents any slippage of one over the other.
Should the sheath get torn due to abrasion, it still remains glued to the 
core without any slippage. This allows the user to escape either on his 
way up or down.

KeY FeatUReS

• Soft to the touch and extreme suppleness for a type B rope.
• Ease of use even for light users.
• Enhanced safety as a result of the UNICORE process.
•  Easy to prepare - cutting to length using a simple blade without any 

heat required to anneal the end is now made possible thanksto the 
UNICORE process.

• Reduction of shrinkage in water by more than 50 %

Very low stretch (2 %) confers the static performance so important
for ascending long pitches.

A product line dedicated and perfectly adapted to the needs of the 
caver, giving excellent balance between abrasion resistance and 
flexibility.

Accessory cord meeting the requirements of EN564.
This product conforms to the specifications of ‘Lightweight caving 
rope type L’ as defined by the French Speleological Federation (FFS), for 
caving undertaken by expert teams.

Standard

Breaking load

Number of factor 1 falls

Elongation 50/150 kg

Weight per metre

Sheath percentage

sEmI-sTaTIC rOPE cavinG
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BC08BC02 BC03 BC05 BC05KBC05DYN BC055DYN BC06 BC07 BC07TLBC04

TRAIL LINE DYNEEMA 7 mm RINgO

CORDELETTES

BC07TL.50 (50m)
BC07TL.60 (60m)
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2 mm - - 2,4 g 70 daN (kg) - 120 m/pack 10 m

3 mm - - 6,5 g 180 daN (kg) - 120 m/pack 10 m

4 mm EN 564 CE/UIAA 11 g 400 daN (kg) 530 daN (kg) 120 m/pack 7 m

5 mm EN 564 CE/UIAA 19,5 g 650 daN (kg) 930 daN (kg) 120 m/pack 6 m

5 mm Pure Dyneema EN 564 CE/UIAA 15 g 1200 daN (kg) 1500 daN (kg)* 50 m

5,5 mm Dyneema EN 564 CE/UIAA 20 g 1800 daN (kg) 2000 daN (kg)* 50 m

5,5 mm Aramide EN 564 - 23 g 1800 daN (kg) 2000 daN (kg) 100 m/50 m

6 mm EN 564 CE/UIAA 23 g 810 daN (kg) 1200 daN (kg) 120 m/pack 5,5 m

7 mm EN 564 CE/UIAA 31 g 1170 daN (kg) 1680 daN (kg) 120 m/pack 4 m

Trail Line 7 mm UNICORE EN 564 CE/UIAA 34 g 1500 daN (kg) - 50 & 60 m

8 mm EN 564 CE/UIAA 40 g 1530 daN (kg) 2200 daN(kg) 200 m

uniCORE
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Dyneema cord for hauling and abseil assist.
It is lightweight and ultra-low stretch to help in hauling and rope 
recovery from Single rope abseils.
The adhesion between the braided Dyneema core and the polyester 
sheath prevents the sheath slippage normally found with Dyneema.

A very lightweight split-ring which allows efficient storage of the rope 
at each belay.
An end to ropes which tangle at the belay, or long buckles that catch 
on the rock or branches.
Weight : 50 g

* With quadruple fisherman’s knot

KeY FeatUReS

• Very static and lightweight.
• No sheath slippage despite the Dyneema core.
• 50 and 60 m lengths available.
• Little water absorption.

USe

 Hauling and abseil cord.

Diameter Standard Certification Weight
per metre Breaking load Material Conditioning

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

100 % Dyneema

Nylon sheath
Dyneema core

Polyamide sheath
Aramide core

Nylon

Nylon

Polyester sheath
Dyneema core

Nylon

SPEciAL Rigging

 To make a sling we recommend the double fisherman’s 
knot, except for Dyneema cord, which requires a triple 
fisherman’s knot. For prusik loops we recommend the 
use of our 7 mm accessory cord, or our 5.5 mm Dyneema. 
Because Dyneema is very slippy, cords made from it present 
sheath slippage. For this reason they must not be used as 
the second line during abseil descents.

 Pure Dyneema 5 mm accessory cord

100 % dyneema accessory cord particularly suited to 
making foot loops and secondary anchors for caving. Never 
use to make self-locking knots (Melting point: 145° C).

 Aramide cord 5.5 mm

Accessory cord constructed of aramid core and 
polyamide sheath.  Perfectly adapted for creating a 
prusik hitch due to the excellent warming resistance 
properties of aramid.

Weight   : 23 g/m

Weight : 34 g/m
Strength : 1500 kg
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Different construction methods can be used for rock climbing and 
mountaineering harnesses. Generally, a user’s safety is ensured by 
the use of narrow webbing on either the interior or exterior of the 
harness, located at the middle or sides of the comfort zone. In 
order to absorb
the energy produced during a fall more effectively, pressure should 
be optimally distributed on all body contact parts.

harness

BeaL’s choice
In order to distribute pressure 
on both hips and thighs as 
evenly as possible during a fall 
or whilst at a belay, BEAL have 
devised a new manufacturing 
process in order to minimise 
the effects of impact force. 
Web-Core is a broad, yet thin 
and light piece of webbing 
which is laser cut to match the 
harness’ shape and is laminated 
- at high temperatures - to 

both the interior and exterior 
of the harness. This webbing, 
which is the same size as the 
comfort parts, assures optimal 
pressure distribution without 
any compression zones where 
the body is in contact with the 
harness. There are numerous 
benefits to this innovation: it 
allows for thinner, compact and 
lighter weight harnesses whilst 
increasing comfort.

RECCO® TECHNOLOGY

RECCO® is a search & rescue aid for mountaineers that have become lost in a storm, 
disorientated in the mountains or in a deep forest, fallen in a crevasse or have become 
avalanche victims.

It is simple technology that requires no maintenance, battery or switch.
It has an infinite lifetime and its performance does not degrade over the time.

The RECCO® system is based on a radar technology:
A transmitter device sends out a signal, which is sent back by your RECCO® reflector to allow you to 
be located accurately.
In the Alps (D/A/CH/FR/IT), Scandinavia (SE/NO) and in more than 700 ski resorts worldwide, air based 
rescue teams are equipped with a RECCO® SAR1, an ultra-high performance radar fixed beneath a 
helicopter allowing them to cover a lot of ground in minimal time. With a range of 300m, the rescue 
helicopter can cover 1km² in 90 seconds, the equivalent of a football pitch per second.

Why does Beal use RECCO® on harnesses?
While skiing, alpine climbing, ski-mountaineering, you will always be wearing your harness. Your 
RECCO®-featured jacket might be in your backpack which in turn may get ripped off your shoulders 
by an avalanche or fall.

Using a harness with a RECCO® reflector in the mountains increases your chances of being found by 
the rescue teams.

DYNAMIC FIT

Dynamic-Fit is BEAL’s new leg loop adjustment system. Patented (Black Diamond licence) 
and well-tested, it allows quick and highly precise adjustments of the leg loops without the 

use of a metal buckle. Once adjusted, they remain stretchy without compressing the user’s thighs. The 
Dynamic-Fit system is an excellent extremely lightweight alternative to traditional metal buckles.

CLASSIC METAL BUCKLE SYSTEM

LA TECHNOLOGIE WEB CORE

Web-Core technology can be divided into 3 lines

PROGRESS

Non-laminated Web-
Core technology, to 
progress in complete 

confidence.

SOFT

Non-laminated Web-
Core technology with 
foam padding, for ultra 

comfortable harnesseses.

COMPACT 

Laminated Web-
Core technology with 
wider belt, for ultra 

comfortable and compact 
harnesses.
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aCTIVe BeLT TeChnOLOGY

WeB COre TeChnOLOGY

AERO-TEAM IV AERO-PARK IV AERO-CLASSIC HYDRO TEAM SNOW RIDGE

BAMBI AIR TOP RISE UP DANDY

PrOGress sOFT COMPaCT
ADDICT REBEL SOFT PHANTOM

AMAZON VENUS SOFT ELLIPSE XT

ROOKIE SHADOW SOFT MIRAGE RECCO XT

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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HARNess

INDOOR ADVENTURE / ROPE COURSES CLIMBING CANYONING SKI MOUNTAINEERING

KID ADjUSTABLE CHEST KID ADjUSTABLE CHEST

ADjUSTABLE ADjUSTABLE ADjUSTED

ADjUSTABLE WOMEN ADjUSTABLE WOMEN 4 BUCKLES

ADjUSTABLE KID 4 BUCKLES ADjUSTABLE
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aerO-CLassIC
TRACEABILITY INSIDE

EN 12277

aerO-ParK IV

EN 12277

aerO-TeaM IV

EN 12277

TRACEABILITY INSIDE

TRACEABILITY INSIDE

BHAC

BHAP

BHA

BHEA

BHEA

Key BN

F 5 3  H 2 6 U 0 8 6 6 1 5
Key BN

F 5 3  H 2 6 U 0 8 6 6 1 5

Key BN

B 1 3  F 1 5 U 0 8 0 0 1 5

Key BN

L 2 9  G 1 5 F 0 1 0 3 1 5

490 65-115 cm 40-75 cm

400 45-115 cm 26-72 cm

395 45-115 cm 26-72 cm

activE bElt tEchNology

Adjustable harness of classic form with automatic buckles 
for thigh adjustment. The normal two waist belt buckles are 
replaced by a clever sliding system to ensure centralising of the 
connecting loop.

KEy FEaturEs

• 4 gear loops.
• Light and strong.

usE

 Classic multi-use.

Specially developed for adventure / ropes courses, it is easy 
to put on and as adjustable for small people as large ones.

KEy FEaturEs

• Reinforced tie-in point.
• 3 Autolock buckles + loosening paws.
• Separate elastics to avoid tangled thigh straps.
• The 2 thighs are interlocked to avoid mixing them up.
• Colour guide to right thigh, left thigh.
•  All height and thigh adjustement straps are fitted with tipsfor 
ease of use.

•  A tape ring running on the waistbelt allows the pulley to be 
secured.

• 2 reinforced gear loops by means of double stitching.
• Comfort foam.

usE
 Ropes / adventure courses.

Very lightweight harness designed for outdoor centres, young 
people and hill/glacier travel. Both comfortable and easy to fit 
with additional features to help its identification and logging. 

KEy FEaturEs

• Comfort padding around waist and legs.
• Wear indicator around tie in loop.
• Rigid webbing connects both leg loops to simplify fitting.
• Rear elastic webbing is replaceable using a spare parts kit.
•  Unique serial number + personalisable window improves 
traceability.

• Covers all sizes, from XS to XL.

iNtENdEd usE

 Group use and kid’s harness.

Although the adjustment 
range of the AERO-TEAM can 
accomodate large people, 
the lightweight design of the 
harness means that they will 
find it uncomfortable for sitting 
in or sustaining a fall. It is thus 
better for those with a fuller 
figure to use a harness more 
adapted to their morphology, 
such as the AERO-CLASSIC.

Size Weight (g)

Size Weight (g)

Size Weight (g)

One size

One size

One size
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BaMBI II Kid

EN 12277
Type B

hYDrO TeaM

EN 12277

TRACEABILITY INSIDE

TRACEABILITY INSIDE

BHB

BHH

Key BN

N 5 3  T 3 5 U 0 1 0 6 1 5

Key BN

1 0 7    M 0 0 U 0 8 9 5 1 5

Key BN
N 5 3  T 3 5 U 0 1 0 6 1 5

90-130 350 54 cm 35-60 cm 40-60 cm

320 70-105 cm 50-70 cm

550 60-100 cm 45-72 cm

snOW rIDGe

EN 12277

BHSR

TRACEABILITY INSIDE

activE bElt tEchNology

H
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Lightweight canyoning harness for groups and clubs. Fitted 
with an interchangeable PVC protector and designed so one 
size fits all (XS-XL) due to its 3 adjustment buckles, it meets all 
the criteria for group users in canyoning sports.

KEy FEaturEs

• Fits all sizes from XS to XL.
• Removable and interchangeable protection seat.
• Easy identification and tracking due to an individual number.

usE

 Canyoning.
I n t e r c h a n g e a b l e 
protection seat for 
HYDRO TEAM. Fits 
easily on the belt and 
legloops.

One size

Size Weight (g)

A simple and practical harness for growing climbers 
less than 40 kg in weight. By means of its 2 
automatic adjustment buckles on leg loops and on 
the shoulder straps, BAMBI II adjusts perfectly and 

easily to all body shapes. A colour code identifying body straps 
and leg loops helps when putting the harness on.

KEy FEaturEs

• Easy to adjust thanks to 4 autolock buckles.
• Easy to put on thanks to the colours of the webbings.
• Comfortable and secure.

usE

 Very young children.

Harness particularly recommended 
for young children with undefined 

waists.

Size Weight (g)

Fully adjustable harness for glacier-skiing and easy alpine 
routes.
Specifically designed to be fitted even with skis or crampons, 
its 2 magnetic buckles facilitate fitting even with gloves.
The 2 supple gear loops reduce bulk under a backpack.
Fitted with a RECCO® device to facilitate rescues when 
mountaineering or ski mountaineering.
Packs into its own integrated pocket.

KEy FEaturEs

• Compact and lightweight.
• integrated RECCO® system.

usE

 Ski mountaineering.

Size Weight (g)

One size
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aIr TOP

DanDY

0 370 60-110 cmEN 361
EN 12277 D

BHAT

rIse UP Kid

EN 12277

BHRUP

BHD

0 125 45-75 cm

0 35 110 cm

activE bElt tEchNology

Adjustable chest harness for use with a sit harness. Easy to fit 
and comfortable, it ensures the climber remains in an upright 
position.

KEy FEaturEs

•  Figure of 8 shape to provide a large amount of freedom of 
movement.

• Two adjustment buckles for ease of fitting.
• Constructed using lightweight webbing.
• Can be fitted with ventral ascender.

usE

  High ropes courses, Via Ferrata, caving, abseiling with a 
heavy bag.

Size Weight (g)

Adjustable children’s chest harness for use 
in conjunction with a sit harness (ROOKIE, 
AEROTEAM and AEROPARK). Comfortable 
and easy to fit. Its high level of support when 

suspended allows young climbers, including those with little 
builds without defined hipbones, to remain upright.

KEy FEaturEs

• Ergonomic shape for increased comfort and support.
• Two adjustment buckles to facilitate fitting.
• Lightweight.

usE

  Climbing wall, crags, high ropes  
courses and via ferrata.

Size Weight (g)

Ultra light shoulder strap for positioning the HOLD UP chest 
ascender.

KEy FEaturEs

• Extremely light and compact.
• Compatible with the HOLD UP chest ascender.
• Easy to install.
• Quick and accurate adjustment.

usEs

 Rope access, route-setting, caving.

spEciFicatioN
 Polyamide, aluminum.

Size Weight (g)
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aDDICT

EN 12277

BHAD1
BHAD2

1 380 69-87 cm 47-59 cm

2 415 82-100 cm 55-67 cm

rOOKIe Kid

BHROOK

EN 12277 0 260 50-70 cm 32-48 cm

aMaZOn

EN 12277

BHAMA1
BHAMA2

1 365 61-76 cm 45-57 cm

2 400 75-90 cm 54-66 cm

WEb corE tEchNology | progrEss

H
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«A harness allowing you to be like an adult»
Lightweight adjustable children’s / adolescents’ 
harness for use in climbing gyms or at crags. 
Just one single size, with leg loop adjustments 

using the Dynamic-fit system (Black Diamond license). This 
harness, much like the adults range, benefits from Web-Core 
technology which provides exceptional levels of comfort 
thanks to optimal pressure distribution on hips and thighs. 

KEy FEaturEs

• Comfortable thanks to the Web-Core concept.
• Compact and lightweight.
• Two tie in points with central tie in loop.
• 2 gear loops.
•  Optional body harness for additional security (for example 
on via ferratas).

usE

  Child’s harness for rock climbing, 
both in- and outdoors.

Size Weight (g)

Size Weight (g)

Versatile and lightweight adjustable harness for rock climbing 
and mountaineering.
A simplified, non-laminated version of Web-Core technology 
still provides exceptional levels of comfort thanks to optimal 
pressure distribution on hips and thighs.
The ultralight Dynamic-Fit (Black Diamond licence) system 
allows for easy leg loop adjustments.

KEy FEaturEs

• Comfortable thanks to the Web-Core process.
• Available in two sizes.
• 4 gear loops.

usE

 Climbing and multi-activities.

Size Weight (g)

Versatile, lightweight adjustable harness specifically 
designed for feminine figures, ideal for rock climbing and 
mountaineering.
A simplified, non-laminated version of Web-Core technology 
still provides exceptional levels of comfort thanks to optimal 
pressure distribution on hips and thighs.
The ultralight Dynamic-Fit (Black Diamond licence) system 
allows for easy leg loop adjustments.

KEy FEaturEs

• Comfortable thanks to the Web-Core process.
• Available in two sizes.
• 4 gear loops.

usE

 Climbing and multi-activities.
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reBeL sOFT

EN 12277

BHRS.1 
BHRS.2

1 325 69-87 cm 47-59 cm

2 360 82-100 cm 55-67 cm

VenUs sOFT

EN 12277

BHVS.1 
BHVS.2

1 324 61-76 cm 45-57 cm

2 358 75-90 cm 54-66 cm

shaDOW sOFT

EN 12277

BHSS.1
BHSS.2

1 365 69-89 cm 46-61 cm

2 410 77-107 cm 53-69 cm

WEb corE tEchNology | soFt

NEW

NEW

NEW

Adjustable rock climbing harness.
Web-Core technology provides exceptional levels of comfort 
thanks to optimal pressure distribution on hips and thighs.
The ultra-light Dynamic-Fit (Black Diamond licence) system 
allows for easy leg loop adjustments.

KEy FEaturEs

• High levels of comfort thanks to the Web-Core concept.
• Compact and lightweight.
• 2 sizes.
• 4 gear loops.

usE

 High level climbing.

Size Weight (g)

Lightweight adjustable harness which can be 
adapted to suit all feminine figures thanks to its 
two sizes and Dynamic-Fit (Black Diamond licence) 
leg loop adjustment system. Like the REBEL, it 
benefits from the latest Web-Core technology 

which provides exceptional levels of comfort thanks to optimal 
pressure distribution on hips and thighs.

KEy FEaturEs

• High levels of comfort thanks to the Web-Core concept.
• Compact and lightweight.
• 2 sizes.
• 4 gear loops.

usE

 High level climbing.

Size Weight (g)

The SHADOW is a classic, fully adjustable harness thanks to its 4 
metal buckles. It benefits from the latest Web-Core technology 
yet retains a simplistic style with traditional gear loops.

KEy FEaturEs

• 4 adjustment buckles.
• 2 sizes.
• Simplicity.

usE

 Multi-activities.

Size Weight (g)
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PhanTOM

EN 12277

BHP.S
BHP.M
BHP.L

BHP.XL

S 310 72-79 cm 53-60 cm

M 325 78-86 cm 57-64 cm

L 335 86-95 cm 61-69 cm

XL 350 94-106 cm 65-72 cm

eLLIPse XT

EN 12277

BHEXT.1
BHEXT.2

1 400 69-89 cm 46-61 cm

2 455 77-107 cm 53-69 cm

MIraGe reCCO XT

EN 12277

BHMRXT.1
BHMRXT.2

1 380 69-89 cm 49-61 cm

2 435 77-105 cm 55-67 cm

WEb corE tEchNology | compact

NEW

NEW

NEW
H
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ssSize Weight (g)

Lightweight and compact harness for high level sport climbing. 
Highly breathable thanks to multiple ventilated areas around the 
waist belt and leg loops. With its minimalistic design, it combines all 
of BEAL’s know-how.
It benefits from the latest Web-Core technology which provides 
exceptional levels of comfort thanks to optimal pressure distribution 
on hips and thighs. 4 gear loops and a rear ring make up a 
particularly multifunctional harness.

KEy FEaturEs

•  Lightweight, compact and comfortable thanks to the Web-Core 
concept.

• Multiple ventilated areas increase breathability.
• 4 gear loops.

iNtENdEd For

 Expert climbing.

HA fully adjustable harness for multiple activities.
4 small, automatic metal buckles, as well as two available sizes, 
allow precise adjustments of this harness.
It benefits from the latest Web-Core technology which provides 
exceptional levels of comfort thanks to optimal pressure distribution 
on hips and thighs.
Two loops for attaching ice screw holders in addition to four large 
gear loops underline its suitability for all activities. 

KEy FEaturEs

• Highly comfortable thanks to the Web-Core concept.
• 4 metal adjustment buckles + 2 sizes.
• 2 sizes.
• 4 gear loops.

usE

 Mountaineering and multi-activity.

Size Weight (g)

Adjustable mountaineering harness Web-Core technology provides 
exceptional levels of comfort thanks to optimal pressure distribution 
on hips and thighs.
The ultra-light Dynamic-Fit system (Black Diamond licence) allows 
for easy leg loop adjustments.
Two loops for attaching ice screw holders in addition to four large 
gear loops underline its suitability for mountaineering as well as a 
multitude of other activities. Fitted with a RECCO® device. 

KEy FEaturEs

• Comfortable and compact thanks to the Web-Core concept.
• 2 loops for attaching ice screw holders.
• 2 sizes.
• 4 gear loops.
• Integrated RECCO® system.

usE

 Mountaineering and multi-activity.

Size Weight (g)
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DYNACLIP

DYNADOUBLECLIP

DYNAPARK

DYNACONNEXION

BLDDC40.75

110 ggr

BLDP80.80

125 ggr

BLDCO40.80

100 ggr

55 g

75 g

60 g

BLDC40

BLDC50

BLDC75

gr

gr

gr

LANYARDs
At a stance, it is common to climb above the anchors to clip the first 
runner whilst still connected with a cow’s tail. In these circumstances a 
factor 2 fall onto the belay can be produced. 

LANYARDs & tAPEs

This is why your connection 
to the belay must always be 
dynamic. In this situation, 
never use a sling - especially 

not one made from Dyneema 
- as there is a significant risk of 
an anchor point being ripped 
out or the sling breaking.

BEAL’s choice

Lanyard in dynamic rope with sewn terminations for clipping anchors 
with an enhanced level of safety. The dynamic performance of this 
lanyard is greatly superior to that of a conventional sewn tape sling.
Available in 3 lengths: 40 cm, 50 cm, 75 cm.

Key features 

• Lightweight and compact.
• Dynamic.
• Stitching protected by a moulded cover.

use

40 cm
  To clip in to a lower-off at an indoor climbing wall.
 A cow’s tail lanyard for a child.
  To short link to a pulley at a high ropes course.
50 cm
 To clip into a belay and set up a top rope.
75 cm
 To clip into a belay on a multipitch route.

Double lanyard of dynamic rope with sewn terminations for clipping to 
belays with an enhanced level of safety and to facilitate manoeuvres 
prior to abseil descents.
Length of strands: 40 cm and 75 cm.

Key features 

• Lightweight and very compact.
• Dynamic.
• Stitching protected by a moulded cover.

use

 Mountaineering, multipitch.

Security ‘Y’ lanyard made from dynamic rope with sewn terminations 
for ropes courses.
•  This dynamic lanyard offers better security than static lanyards.
•  Karabiners may be fixed in position at the ends of the lanyard using 

‘Pinch’.
• Resistance: 1500 daN(kg).
• Length: 80 cm.

Key features 

• Dynamic.
• Compact due to sewn terminations.
• Individual N° and option to insert an RFID chip.

use

 Adventure park / Ropes circuits.

Stitching protected
by a moulded cover

Sewn dynamic rope sling to shortlink into a belay, facilitate abseils,
but also to extend a runner whilst climbing.
Product developed by André Laperriere of the Mountain and Rock
Climbing Federation of Quebec.

Key features 

• Stitching protected by a moulded cover.
• Dynamic.
• Strength 22 kN.

use

 Mountaineering, multipitch.
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Dynaclip
Dynadoubleclip
Dynaconnexion
Dynapark 

Dynaloop

6,2 kN 6,6 kN 11 kN >15 kN

9,5 kN 10,2 kN >15 kN >15 kN

DYNAL∞P 

PINCH

BLP
BLPUNITE

BLDL60

gr

gr

gr

105 g

55 g

135 g

EN 566
EN 364

60cm

120 cm

150 cm

BLDL120

BLDL150

60 cm

120 cm

150 cm

La
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Dynamic lanyarDs

System for securing the karabiner at the end of a rope or tape lanyard. 
Made out of particularly strong material, it ensures effective protection 
against abrasion when in contact with the rock.

Stitching protected by a moulded cover

8.3 mm Dynamic rope sling for clipping in, equalising a belay or 
extending an anchor point.

Apart from the fact it is dynamic, the rope has another advantage over 
webbing: the rope’s core is protected from UV and abrasion by the 
sheath whilst with webbing all strands are exposed.CE EN 566

Key features 
• Dynamic.
• Stitches protected by thermo molded cover.
• Strength 22 kN.

use
 Clipping in.
 Equalising a belay.
 Slinging a rock spike.

Secure use Dangerous use Use which can cause death

Belaying 
with a 
dynamic
lanyard

Belaying
with
a tape sling

Classical 
tape sling

Dyneema 
tape sling

facteur 1
80 kg

Impact force

Number of falls

facteur 2
80 kg

Impact force

Number of falls 8 falls 8 falls 0-2 falls 0 fall

>20 falls >20 falls 4-8 falls 0-1 fall
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20 mm

SP20N

26 mm

BSP26UNI.BK

BSP26UNI.F

BSP26UNI.G

BSP26UNI.Y

45 mm

BSP45

30 mm

BSP45

BST16.G

BST16.R

BST26.B

BST26.R

BST26.BK

BSD15

super - 18 mm

BSP18.B

BSP18.GY

BSP18.O

BSP18.R

BSP18.BK

60 cm
60 cm

120 cm
120 cm

20 cm

10 cm 12cm100/120/150/175 cm

100/120/150/175 cm

tubular - 26 mm

Dyneema - 15 mm

tubular - 16 mm

30/80/175 cm
BSA18.30/BSA18.80/BSA18.175

60/150 cm

BSA18.60/BSA18.150

BSAD06.60

BSAD06.20

BSAD06.120

60 cm
BSAD10.60

120 cm

BSAD10.120

180 cm
BSAD10.180

240 cm
BSAD10.240

BSAT120

BSAT60
50/100 cm

40/120 cm
BSA18.40/BSA18.120

BSA18.50/BSA18.100

BSA26.100/BSA26.120/BSA26.150/BSA26.175

BSE10 BSE12BSA30.100/BSA30.120/BSA30.150/BSA30.175

120/200/240 cm
BSAT26.120/ BSAT26.200/ BSAT26.240

BLDL60

BLJ60BLJ50

BLDL120

BLDL150

60 cm

60 cm50 cm

120 cm

150 cm

Dyneema slings - 6 mmflat slings - 18 mm

flat slings - 30 mm

Dyneema slings - 10 mm

flat slings - 26 mm

tubular sling - 16 mm

tubular sling - 26 mm

express - 18 mm 

FLAt tAPEs  

sLINGs AND EXPREss  

tUBULAR 
tAPEs 

Tapes
& slinGs

Dynamic rope sling
Dynaloop - 8,3 mm 

sewn rope sling
Jammy

| More informations page 43

| More informations page 60



15 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 27 g 1500 daN (kg) 2000 daN (kg) 50 m

16 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 31 g 1350 daN (kg) 1800 daN (kg) 100 m

26 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 38 g 1500 daN (kg) 2000 daN (kg) 100 m

18 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 39 g 1600 daN (kg) 1800 daN (kg) 100 m

20 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 24 g 1000 daN (kg) 1300 daN (kg) 100 m

26 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 35 g 1500 daN (kg) 1900 daN (kg) 100 m

30 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 37 g 1600 daN (kg) 1950 daN (kg) 100 m

45 mm EN 565 CE/UIAA 55 g 2200 daN (kg) 2600 daN (kg) 50 m

16 mm EN 566 CE/UIAA 60 / 120 cm 60 cm = 42 g 2200 daN (kg) 5

26 mm EN 566 CE/UIAA 60 / 120 cm 60 cm = 48 g 2200 daN (kg) 5

6 mm EN 566 CE/UIAA 20 / 60 / 120 cm 60 cm = 16 g 2200 daN (kg) 5

10 mm EN 566
EN 795B
EN 354

CE/UIAA 60 / 120 / 180 / 240 cm 60 cm = 19,8 g 2200  daN (kg) 5

18 mm CE/UIAA
30 / 40 / 50 / 60 / 80 / 100 /  

120 / 150 / 175 cm
60 cm = 48 g 2200 daN (kg) 5

26 mm EN 566 CE/UIAA 100 / 120 / 150 / 175 cm 60 cm = 48 g 2200 daN (kg) 5

30 mm EN 566 CE/UIAA 100 / 120 / 150 / 175 cm 60 cm = 50 g 2200 daN (kg) 5

8,3 mm
EN 566
EN 354

CE/UIAA 60/120/150 cm 60 cm = 55 g 2200 daN (kg) 1

EN 566 CE 50/60 cm 50 cm = 25 g 2200daN (kg) 1

18 mm EN 566 CE/UIAA 10 cm 10 cm = 10 g 2200 daN (kg) 10

18 mm EN 566 CE/UIAA 12 cm 12 cm = 10 g 2200 daN (kg) 10
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tapes  / uiaa

slings  / uiaa

express  / uiaa

Ta
pe

s/
 S

lin
gs

Tapes
& slinGs

Type Width Standard Certification Weight
per metre Breaking load Material Conditioning

Tu
bu

la
r Dyneema

Nylon

Nylon

Fl
at

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

    Type Width Standard Certification Length Weight Breaking load Material Conditioning

Tubular
Nylon

Nylon

Flat

Dyneema

Dyneema

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Dynaloop Nylon

Jammy Aramide / Nylon

    Type Width Standard Certification Length Weight Breaking load Material Conditioning

    Flat Nylon

    Flat Nylon

 Tubular for suppleness or flat for toughness, 
tapes are particularly used for belay slings. 
They must always be knotted with a tape 
knot.

 Under the effect of 
water or ice, slings and 
quick-draws become much 
more prone to abrasion 
and lose strength: increase 
your precautions. The 
colour of the internal 
thread identifies the year of 
manufacture.

 The melting point of 
nylon is 230° C, that of 
dyneema is 145° C, and 
that of polyester is 260° C.
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Their injection moulded shells are extremely robust but relatively heavy. 
Energy produced from a vertical or lateral impact is absorbed through 
deformation of the shell. The helmet 
is fitted to the head using an internal 
cradle system made from webbing, 
which provides excellent air circulation 
but less stability for a relative amount 
of comfort. This type of helmet is used 
less and less for sports but is still very 
common in the construction industry.

HELMETS
3 different construction technologies currently 
exist to develop a helmet, each one posses-
sing advantages and drawbacks.

Helmets with a rigid shell

Polystyrene helmets

Hybrid helmets

1 - HELMETS WITH A RIGID SHELL

2 - HYBRID HELMETS

Their injection moulded shells are complimented by a moulded 
polystyrene liner.
This hybrid process offers a good compromise. The impact is no 
longer absorbed by only the shell’s deformation. The expanded 
polystyrene disperses the impact’s force by absorbing energy. 
Nevertheless, lateral protection during a fall is compromised as the 
sides are not generally lined with 
polystyrene.
This type of helmet is of particular 
interest to those who will subject 
it to intensive use thanks to its 
robust nature. It is highly suited 
to clubs, children and rescue 
organisations.

3 - POLYSTYRENE HELMETS

Their structure is made entirely out of moulded polystyrene which 
is protected by a thin layer of polycarbonate. This manufacturing 
process yields both a very light and reliable helmet in an impact 
situation.
The thick layer of moulded polystyrene used throughout the entire 
structure allows the energy of an impact to be dispersed in all 
directions. However, the thin polycarbonate shell also renders it more 
sensitive to small knocks when 
in use. Ventilation is generally 
good and the ergonomics of the 
lining excellent thanks to precise 
adjustments of the cradle.
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HELMETS

BEAL’S range
BEAL’s range has translated 
naturally into hybrid and 
moulded polystyrene
helmets that incorporate 
the energy absorbing prin-
ciples that BEAL
knows well.

To respond to the different 
needs of climbers and 
mountaineers,
BEAL has mainly focused on 
3 features: impact absorp-
tion, ergonomics
and ventilation.

ERGONOMICS

We designed comfortable fitting adjustments, with 
easy opening and closing of the buckle - even with 
gloves. With the helmet placed on the head, simply 
turning the rear adjustment dial easily adjusts the 
cradle system to your head circumference; ensuring a 
precise fit and stabilising the helmet’s position.

All that remains is to clip the two magnetic parts of the chinstrap buckle 
together to centralise and secure the helmet to your head.
A clever release mechanism on the chinstrap buckle allows you to 
unclip even with just one hand.

IMPACT ABSORPTION

For our hybrid helmets, as well as our polystyrene 
helmets, only raw
materials that are of the highest quality are used so 
the polystyrene cells collapse to dissipate the energy as 
fast as possible in case of an impact, therefore better 

protecting the user’s head.

VENTILATION

Large openings situated both at the sides and at the 
back of the helmet create air channels that stimulate 
circulation and venting.
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ATLANTIS

IKAROS

PoLysTyrENE

EN 12492

EN 12492

HyBrID

BKFA

BKFM

BKI.0

BKI.Gy

BKI.B

BKA.G

BKA.B

BKA.W

Notes : 

 
 
 
 

Notes : 

 
 
 
 

240 56 61

360 50 62

HELMETS

The polystyrene ATLANTIs is BEAL’s most advanced helmet thanks to 
the quality of energy dispersion following an impact.
The expanded polystyrene envelops the sides and top of the user’s 
head to absorb both lateral as well as vertical impacts.
It is micro-adjustable thanks to a precise adjustment dial and benefits 
from a magnetic closure of the chinstrap buckle. This helmet is highly 
suited to both multi-pitch routes where it is worn all day as well as 
mountaineering pursuits due to its low weight.
4 headlamp clips are integrated into the shell.
Internal comfort padding is removable and machine washable.

Key features:

• Magnetic chin strap buckle.
• Low weight.
• Ventilation.

uses

 Rock climbing, mountaineering.

The IKAros is a hybrid helmet with a lightweight, highly ventilated 
ABs shell with an EPs inner foam liner.
It is micro-adjustable thanks to a precise adjustment dial and benefits 
from a magnetic closure of the chinstrap buckle.
4 headlamp clips are integrated into the shell.
Internal comfort padding is removable and machine washable.

Key features:

• Lightweight.
• Magnetic buckle chinstrap.
• Ventilation.
• Customisation on demand.

uses

 Climbing, mountaineering.

Foam of comfort

Foam of comfort

Weight (g) Circumference mini (cm) Circumference maxi (cm)

Weight (g) Circumference mini (cm) Circumference maxi (cm)
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MERCURY

MERCURY GROUP

EN 12492

HyBrID

EN 12492

rIGIDE

BKMG.B

BKFM

BKM.o

BKM.W

BKM.r

BKMG.G

BKMG.r

BKMG.y BKMG.o

BKMG.W

BKMG.BK

Notes : 

 
 
 
 

Notes : 

 
 
 
 

380 54 61

432 51 61

HELMETS

CENTRE HELMET
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The MErCUry is a hybrid helmet featuring an ABs shell with a 
polystyrene liner.
It is micro-adjustable thanks to a precise adjustment dial and benefits 
from a magnetic closure of the chinstrap buckle.
Its large volume optimises comfort and protection.
4 headlamp clips are integrated into the shell.
Internal comfort padding is removable and machine washable.

Key features:

• Magnetic chin strap buckle.
• Reliability.
• Large volume.

uses

  A versatile helmet for all vertical 
sports.

The MErCUry GroUP is a robust helmet with an ABs outer shell, 
designed for intensive use in a group environment such as on high 
ropes courses.
The inner liner is suspended and easily adjustable with a strong and 
simple buckle.
The helmet is designed to be durable and easy to wash. Neither the 
foam nor plastic parts affect the helmet’s robustness.

Key features:

• Magnetic buckle chinstrap.
• Robustness.
• Easy to wash inner liner. 
• Customisation on demand.

uses

 Group use.

Weight (g) Circumference mini (cm) Circumference maxi (cm)

Weight (g) Circumference mini (cm) Circumference maxi (cm)

Foam of comfort
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HMS Screwgate karabiner 

Screw lock, for infrequent use.
A simple locking system by screwing up the barrel on the karabiner’s gate. 
The gate is unlocked by unscrewing the barrel.

3-Matic HMS karabiner

Autolocking triple action closure for frequent use.
3-step opening of the karabiner’s gate with fast, autolocking closure.
Accidental opening of the gate is prevented.

twin gate locking karabiner

Twin Gate is a revolutionary concept for locking a karabiner, 
patented by Grivel/Simond.
It is incredibly simple and can be worked using just one hand.
Unintentional opening is nearly impossible.

In addition, the locking mechanism cannot become jammed.

2 versions are available:

- A solid and wire gate combination which open in opposite directions.
- Two solid gates which open in opposite directions.

Choosing a karabiner has become challenging due to the diverse 
range currently available on the market.
How do you choose the right karabiner for the intended use? This 
decision is crucial, as we know that an inappropriate karabiner can, 
for example, introduce extra friction which hinders giving slack or 
can abrade the rope quickly whilst abseiling.
As a result, it is important to know a karabiner’s intended purpose 
before making your choice.

karabiners

beaL’s choice
Naturally, Beal has chosen 
karabiners that work for 
different rope techniques, 
whether belaying or at a stance.
When used correctly, these 

karabiners should not damage 
ropes when abseiling or when 
the ropes are locked off.
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SYMMETRICAL

SYMMETRICAL

SYMMETRICAL

Karabiners
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karabinerS for belaying 
and abSeiling witH deviceS

There are two types of belay devices: ones where the 
rope runs directly through the device (figure 8, assisted 
braking device with cam…) and those which are used in 
conjunction with a dedicated karabiner through which 
one or more ropes slide (tubes, stitch plates,…).

The first type requires an asymmetric karabiner to 
position the device correctly at all times. 

The second type, where the ropes run through the karabiner, should 
never be used with asymmetric karabiners as they may wear ropes 
prematurely when abseiling or may hinder giving slack (see diagram). 

A pear shaped symmetric karabiner should thus be used to 
accommodate one or two ropes.

karabinerS for lanyardS

At a stance, you can also clip in with a dynamic rope 
lanyard. This does not require the use of a HMS karabiner.
In this situation an asymmetric karabiner is used which 
can easily be positioned at the end of the lanyard and 

clipped into the anchor point.

karabinerS for uSe at a Stance

A large symmetric HMS karabiner is indispensable 
when using an Italian hitch to belay your seconds. Its 
size allows the Italian hitch to invert and work in both 
directions. 

The appropriate karabiner size is dependent on the type of rope used 
(single, double or twin).
The broadest end of the karabiner is rounded off to optimise braking 
without abrading the rope.
This karabiner’s shape also allows it to be clipped into a belay using a 
clove hitch.

Avoid using the widest end of the karabiner -intended for the ropes- to
connect to a belay’s anchor point because hard steel pitons and hangers
can burr the softer alloy. Nicks and burrs will damage your rope.

karabiners
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be One sCreW

be LOCk sCreW

be saFe

be Link sCreW

be Link 3 MaTiC

SCREW

SCREW

SCREW

SCREW

3 MATIC

EN 12275 B

EN 12275 H
EN 362 B

EN 12275 B
EN 362 B

EN 12275 H

EN 12275 H
EN 362 B

SYMMETRICAL

SYMMETRICAL

SYMMETRICAL M

ASYMMETRICAL

ASYMMETRICAL

be LOCk 3 MaTiC

BMCLBO

BMCLBO.O

BMCLBS.O

BMCLBS.G

BMCLBS.B

BMCLBS.F

BMCLBLN

BMCLBLN3

BMCLBL

BMCLBL3

EN 12275 H
EN 362 B SYMMETRICAL M 3 MATIC

24 kN 7 kN

7 kN 57,7 g

26 kN 8 kN

8 kN 86 g

28 kN 8 kN

8 kN 66 g

26 kN 8 kN

7 kN 65 g

26 kN 8 kN

7 kN 65 g

26 kN 8 kN

8 kN 100 g

22 mm

76 mm

121 m
m

20 mm

66 mm

108 m
m

20 mm

22 mm

76 mm

121 m
m

21 mm

69 mm

99 m
m

Compact screwgate karabiner particularly suited to single ropes used in 
conjunction with your belay device.
The contact surface area has been optimised through the use of a cylindrical 
profile with a 12mm diameter. This is less restrictive for the rope, limiting its 
wear when lowering climbers and enhancing its handling when paying out 
slack.

Keylock system

Large HMS belaying karabiner with locking screw gate. 
It is particularly suitable for ropework with double ropes (clove hitch and Italian 
hitch).
The generous contact surface area enables smooth working of ropes even when 
wet.

Keylock system

Screwgate HMS karabiner which is well adapted to work with your belay device.
It can be used comfortably with 2 ropes at a time, with little risk of the two 
strands overlapping each other during a fall.
The wide end has room for 2 ropes sliding side by side and does not generate 
any friction on the sides of the karabiner when the rope is loaded or when a 
leader’s fall is held.

Keylock system

Asymmetric screwgate karabiner for lanyards.
Its design and shape make it particularly easy to use at the end of a lanyard to 
clip to a belay.
When a belay device is used, this asymmetrical karabiner ensures that the device 
is always guided towards the karabiner’s apex.

Keylock system

Asymmetrical HMS karabiner with triple action closure (3-Matic) for lanyards.
Its design and shape make it particularly easy to use at the end of a lanyard to 
clip to a belay.
When a belay device is used, this asymmetric karabiner ensures that the device 
is always guided towards the karabiner’s apex.

Keylock system

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Use
 Belaying and top roping.

Use
 Belay.

Use
 Belaying and abseiling.

Use
 Lanyards and belaying with a device.

Use
 Belaying and abseiling.

Large HMS belaying karabiner with triple action locking gate (3 MATIC).
It is particularly suited to ropework with double ropes (clove hitch and Italian 
hitch).
The generous contact surface area enables smooth working of ropes even when 
wet.

Keylock system

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Use
 Belay.

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Contact surface
ø 12 mm

Enlarged
receiving zone

Karabiners
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TWin aUTO beLaY

TWin beLaY D

TWin beLaY Pear
EN 12275 H
EN 362 B

ASYMMETRICAL

ASYMMETRICAL

SYMMETRICAL M

TWin sMiTH CaPTiVe
EN 12275 H
EN 362 B ASYMMETRICAL

EN 12275 H
EN 362 B

EN 12275 B
EN 362 B TWIN GATE

TWin O
OVAL TWIN GATE

TWin GUiDe
EN 12275 H
EN 362 B

EN 12275 H
EN 362 B

SYMMETRICAL TWIN GATE

TWIN GATE

TWIN GATE

BMCTAB

BMCTBD

BMCTBP

BMTCO

BMTCG

BMCTSC

30 kN 11 kN

9 kN 57 g

30 kN 11 kN

9 kN 69 g

29 kN 10 kN

10 kN 79 g

45 kN 18 kN

17 kN 228 g

24 kN 9 kN

8 kN 86 g

22 kN 9 kN

8 kN 89 g

TWIN GATE

73 mm

116 m
m

29 mm

73 mm

117 m
m

24 mm

58 mm

110 m
m

24
mm

71 mm

102 m
m20 mm

70 mm

98 m
m

24 mm

62 mm

101 m
m

23 mm

M
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Compact asymmetrical locking karabiner for use with a lanyard or belay device.
Features the Twin-Gate concept with a second wire gate.  
Twin Gate is a revolutionary concept for locking a karabiner, patented by Grivel/Simond
Ideal for use with a belay device or lanyard which are guided towards their 
correct position at the karabiner’s apex.

Versatile mid-sized, asymmetrical HMS karabiner for use with single, half or 
twin ropes.
Features the Twin-Gate concept with second wire gate.  
Twin Gate is a revolutionary concept for locking a karabiner, developed by 
Grivel/Simond.
The contact surface area is designed to optimise the rope’s ‘flow’. The round 
12mm diameter profile reduces abrasion to the rope even when toproping and 
abseiling, reduces rope drag and makes it easier for the belayer to pay out slack.

Versatile mid-sized, symmetrical HMS karabiner for us with single, half or twin 
ropes.
Features the Twin-Gate concept with two gates that open in opposite directions.  
Twin Gate is a revolutionary concept for locking a safety karabiner, developed 
by Grivel/Simond.
The contact surface area is designed to optimise the rope’s ‘flow’. The round 
12mm diameter profile reduces abrasion to the rope even when toproping and 
abseiling, reduces rope drag and makes it easier for the belayer to pay out slack.

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Use
  Lanyards and belaying with a 
device.

Use
 Belaying and abseiling.

Use
 Belaying and abseiling.

Large capacity, asymmetrical steel locking karabiner for both in- and outdoor 
lower-offs subjected to intensive use.
Features the Twin-Gate concept with second wire gate.  
Twin Gate is a revolutionary concept for locking a karabiner, patented by Grivel/
Simond. Clipping the rope is easier than with a classic HMS screwgate karabiner, 
making it ideal for use at a lower-off at the top of a route.
The 11mm round profile reduces abrasion and sheath slippage when top roping.
The Be Smith Twin Gate’s captive bar allows it to be permanently fixed to the 
lower-off.

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Use
 Lower-off.

Oval shaped auto locking karabiner designed for use with equipment with 
moving slide plates like pulleys and ascenders.

It features the Twin-Gate concept with 2 gates that open in opposite directions. 
Twin Gate is a revolutionary locking system developed by Grivel/Simond.

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Use
 Pulleys and pulley systems.

Unidirectional auto locking karabiner designed for use with belay plates where 
the ropes passes through the connector (stitch plates). Thanks to the gate that 
clips onto a harness’ belay loop, the karabiner cannot be inverted. This ensures 
the correct orientation of the karabiner and reduces the risk of the belay system 
being weakened through cross loading.
It features the Twin-Gate concept with 2 gates that open in opposite directions. 
Twin Gate is a revolutionary locking system developed by Grivel/Simond.
Its large and rounded surfaces have been shown to reduce friction, in turn 
reducing abrasion to the rope. 

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Use
 Belaying with device and lanyard.

Karabiners
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BMQBFR12R

BMQBFR17R

BMQP

BMQP.5

BMQZ

BMQZ17

BE TOP

STAR GATE

SPACE WIRE

COSMO WIRE

ZeSt

ZeSt 17 cm

COSMO WIRE

11 cm 22 kN 90 g x 1   x 5  

12 cm 22 kN 102 g x 1   x 6  

17 cm 22 kN 107 g x 1   x 6  

11 cm 22 kN 95 g

17 cm 22 kN 101 g    

PULP

ZesT

be Free rUbber

22 kN 7 kN 7 kN 34,3 g 89 mm 50 mm 15 mm 25 kN 7 kN 8 kN 42 g 96 mm 56 mm 19 mm

EN 12275B

BMQBFR12.6R

BMQBFR17.6R

24 kN 7 kN 8 kN 37 g 95 mm 59 mm 26 mm 25 kN 8 kN 7 kN 41 g 96 mm 60 mm 26 mm

EN 12275B EN 12725:2013B

EN 12725:2013B

EN 12725:2013B

EN 12725:2013B

EN 12725:2013B

BE TOP
keylock

STAR GATE
keylock

COSMO WIRESPACE WIRE

NeW

NeW

QUiCKDraWs

Lightweight quickdraw for sport climbing. It’s made with two wire carabiners: the SPACE WIRE 
at the top, and the COSMO WIRE at the bottom. The COSMO WIRE has an ergonomic shape 
that facilitates the rope clipping.
The RUBBINER system maintains the rope in the right axis. 

key featUres

•  16 mm tubular sling for an optimal grip, with 11 cm long.

Lenght Resistance Weight Available

Quickdraw for sport climbing and big walls. Its top carabiner, the STAR GATE, is equipped with 
the Keylock system to make the unclipping easier.  Its rope carabiner, the COSMO WIRE, has an 
ergonomic shape that facilitates the rope clipping.
The RUBBINER system maintains the rope in the right axis. 

key featUres

•  16 mm tubular sling for an optimal grip.

Lenght Resistance Weight Available

      alone

 alone

Quickdraw for sport climbing and big walls. It’s made of 2 Keylock 
carabiners: the BE TOP at the top, and the BE ONE at the bottom. The BE 
ONE has got a ‘receiving zone’ enlarged (12 mm diameter) to minimize 
wear caused by repeated falls.
The quickdraw is equipped with a RUBBER to hold the carabiner in 
position and to ensure effective protection against abrasion.

key featUres

•  12 mm and 18 mm variable tubular sling  for an optimal grip when 
working a route.

Lenght Resistance Weight Available

SPACE WIRE
wire

COSMO WIRE
wire

Major axis 
strength

Minor axis 
strength

Open gate 
strength Weight Height Width Gate

opening
Major axis 
strength

Minor axis 
strength

Open gate 
strength Weight Height Width Gate

opening

Major axis 
strength

Minor axis 
strength

Open gate 
strength Weight Height Width Gate

opening
Major axis 
strength

Minor axis 
strength

Open gate 
strength Weight Height Width Gate

opening

keY FeaTUres
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BMQBS15.20

BMQBS15.5

BMQBI15.20

BMQBI15.5

BMQBI30.5

be sMiTH CaPTiVe
BMQBSC15.20
BMQBSC15.5

22 kN 7 kN

7 kN 52,2 g

26 kN 8 kN

12 kN 123 g

22 kN 68 g x 5   x 20

22 kN 78 g x 5     

22 kN 98 g x 5     15 cm 22 kN 125 g x 5   x 20

be sMiTH CaPTiVebe inDOOr

be One

EN 12275BEN 12275B

EN 12275B

EN 12275B

ASYMMETRICAL

SYMMETRICAL

1  STANDARD GALVA 8 mm 700 3500 77 g

2  STANDARD GALVA 10 mm 1100 5500 137 g

3  LONG OPENING GALVA 7 mm 500 2500 60 g

4  PEAR GALVA 10 mm 720 3600 185 g

5  DELTA GALVA 8 mm 550 2750 88 g

6  DELTA GALVA 10 mm 990 4500 153 g

7   MAILLON SEMI CIRCULAR 10 mm 990 4500 153 g

1

BMMNZ08

2

BMMNZ10

3

BMMGOZ07

4

BMMPZ10

5

BMMDZ08

6

BMMD10

7

BMMSCZ10

M
e
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Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Major axis strength Minor axis strength

Open gate strength Weight

Receiving zoneContact surface

BEAL’S CHOICE

Contact surface ø 12 mm Enlarged receiving zone

CLASSIC SHAPE

Name Working load limit Breaking load (Kg) Weight

Beal’s choice: To protect the rope, BEAL have devised a karabiner suited 
to sport climbing and repeated falls: the BE ONE. The ‘receiving zone’ 
has been enlarged to allow for the rope to flatten during a fall without 
introducing lateral friction. The rope runs more freely and absorbs the fall 
more effectively. The contact surface area has been optimised through the 
use of a cylindrical
profile with a 12 mm diameter. This is less restrictive for the rope and 
minimises wear caused by repeated falls.

Two of the karabiner’s geometrical features influence the rope’s 
performance:
- The shape of the ‘receiving zone’ where the rope flattens during 
a fall.
- The profile of the contact surface area.
A non-adapted geometry will cause the rope to wear prematurely 
during repeated falls.

key featUres 

• Minimised rope wear.
• Improved rope running.

• Better softening of the fall.
• Eases pulling up slack to clip.

Use

 Climbing.

Steel asymmetric karabiner for intensive use, both in-and outdoors.  In situ 
karabiners at climbing walls or crags experience particularly high levels of wear as 
they are often subjected to repeated falls at a crux or a severe rope angle between 
the first runner and belayer. The wire gate makes the BE SMITH CAPTIVE as easy 
to clip as a normal karabiner, whilst its steel construction greatly reduces the rate 
of wear. In addition, a removable captive pin holds a sling in place to prevent the 
karabiner from inverting.

key featUres 

• High wear resistance.
•  Impossible for karabiner to invert 
in an express sling.

• Easy toclip.

available
• As a standalone item.
•  As part of the Be Smith 15cm 

and Be Smith Maillon 15cm 
quickdraws.

rOPe sPeCiFiC Karabiner  FOr THe sPOrT CLiMbinG QUiCKDraW

sTeeL rOPe enD Karabiner FOr sPOrT CLiMbinG QUiCKDraWs

inDOOr QUiCKDraWs

Quickdraw for indoor climbing. Its bottom carabiner, 
the BE ONE, has got a ‘receiving zone’ enlarged (12 mm 
diameter) to minimize wear caused by repeated falls. Its 
sling is 18 mm wide for a better grip.
The quickdraw is equipped with a PINCH to hold the 
carabiner in position and to ensure effective protection 
against abrasion.

Resistance Weight Available

Quickdraw 15 cm

Quickdraw 30 cm

Quickdraw 60 cm

Robust indoor climbing quickdraw. It’s made with the very resistant 
steel carabiner BE SMITH CAPTIV, that turns the quickdraw ideal 
for first anchor quickdraw. Its sling is 18 mm wide for a better grip.

(to screw/unscrew the bar, use 
an Allen key n° 1.5)

Lenght Resistance Weight Available

QUiCK LinKs
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air FOrCe One

EN 15151-2

BMDAF1

36 ggr

16

BMDAF2

66 ggr

air FOrCe 2

EN 15151-2

BEAL

BEAL

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

BEALCLASSIC
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The Air Force 2 belay device is compatible with single ropes of any 
diameter but is specifically designed for use with half and twin ropes.
The V-grooves offer extra friction to improve rope braking while 
belaying and optimum energy absorption when catching a leader’s fall, 
yet provide enough smoothness to pay out slack easily.
The wide, straight grooves offer edge-free running of the rope. 

key featUres 

• Reduces abrasion to the rope.
• Braking force adapts to the rope diameter.
• Individual Number.
• Compatible with rope diameters from 7.3 mm to 10 mm.

The Air Force One works with single ropes of any diameter. It fulfills the 
needs of beginner climbers using a ‘classic’ rope as well as advanced 
climbers using thinner ropes.

The V-groove offers extra friction to improve rope braking while 
belaying and optimum energy absorption when catching a leader’s fall, 
yet provides enough smoothness to pay out slack easily.

The wide, straight groove offers edge-free running of the rope.

key featUres 

• Reduces abrasion to the rope.
• Braking force adapts to the rope diameter.
• Individual number.
• Compatible with rope diameters from 8.5 mm to 10,5 mm.

There are numerous belay devices and descenders on the market. 
Many of them do not respect the rope sufficiently, by twisting it, by 
forcing it through sharp turning angles, or by leaving all the energy 
absorption to the rope itself.

beLaY DeViCes
     DesCenDers

air FOrCe concept
Beal  solution is to offer  devices that 
enable efficient and precise braking to 
enable fully controlled, dynamic belaying 
which in turn protects the anchor points, 
the rope and the climber.

One side features V-shaped grooves, whereas the other side 
has straight and wider grooves to reduce friction, hereby 
minimising abrasion damage to the rope when toproping or 
abseiling.

With the exception of the classic figure 8, Beal belay devices do 
not add twists to the rope and all feature:

> reduced weight through cut away windows in the devices.
> engraved diagrams showing directions of use.
> individual number for easy PPE management.

The use of a dedicated locking connector with a large, round 
diameter (12 mm) is highly recommended. 

&
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air FOrCe 8

3130 30

STOP STOP

 

BMDAF8120 ggr

air FOrCe 3

9 16 15 9 16 15

BMDAF3

86 ggr
EN 15151-2

JaMMY

BEALCLASSIC

JAMMY 50 7,3 mm 8,5 mm > 9,2 mm 5   

JAMMY 60 8,1 mm > 9 mm 10 mm > 11 mm 7   EN 566

Machard tresséMachard

gr

gr

25 g

29 g

BLJ50

BLJ60

50 cm

60 cm

NeW

NeW

beLaY DeViCes 
& DesCenDers
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5.5 mm sewn rope sling made with an aramid core 
and polyamide sheath.
When configured as a prusik it can be used with single 
or half rope, on one or both half ropes.

key featUres 

• Very high resistance, even in case of important warming up.
• Very supple in order to grip even small diameter ropes.
• Sewing protected by a heat shrunk sleeve.
•  Very high resistance to repeated folding thanks to Techno-
ra aramid.

• Unmatched lightness compared to mechanical systems.

Uses 

  To create a prusik knot for increased security during a rope 
descent.
 To create a rope clamp for quick hauling.
  Recommended knot: Machard and braided Machard 
(depending on the use).

Classic, robust and easy to use belay device.
It is compatible with a large range of rope diameters whether single, double or twin.
The friction can easily be varied whatever the condition of the ropes (frozen, wet, different 
diameters…)

Compatible with all rope types, the Air Force 3 allows the leader, when at the stance, to 
individually belay and  lock off one or two seconds. The small insert hole allows the rope 
to be released even when under tension.
The Air Force  3 belay device is compatible with single ropes of any diameter but is 
specifically designed for use with half and twin ropes.
The V-grooves offer extra friction to improve rope braking while belaying and optimum 
energy absorption when catching a leader’s fall, yet provide enough smoothness to pay 
out slack easily
The wide, straight grooves offer edge-free running of the rope.

key featUres 

• Reduces abrasion to the rope.
• Braking force adapts to the rope diameter.
• Individual N°
• Compatible with rope diameters from 7.3 mm to 10 mm.

Double
rope

Simple
rope

Twists
number

coMpatibility between tHe JaMMy lengtH 
and tHe rope diaMeter wHen uSed 
aS a MacHard knot

    WarninG
Before use, the Prusik efficiency must be checked by the climber with its own 
rope. It may be necessary to make an extra turn, for example when using a 

new rope.
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TransF’air 1 TransF’air 1b

TransF’air 2 TransF’air 2b

EN 12278 
270 ggr

EN 12278 
475 ggr

EN 12278 
500 ggr

EN 12278 
280 ggr

Notes : Notes : 

BMP1

BMP2

BMP1B

BMP2B

TRANSF'AIR 1 max 16 mm MBS 30 kN 270 g

TRANSF'AIR 1B max 16 mm MBS 30 kN 280 g

TRANSF'AIR 2 max 16 mm MBS 30 kN 475 g

TRANSF'AIR 2B max 16 mm MBS 30 kN 500 g

TRANSF'AIR MINI max 11 mm MBS 20 kN 120 g

TRANSF'AIR FIXE max 12 mm MBS 20 kN 90 g

TRANSF'AIR FIXE B max 13 mm MBS 22 kN 120 g

TRANSF’AIR TWIN B
max 13 mm (Corde)
max 12 mm (cable)

MBS 30 kN 282 g

83 mm 
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83 mm 
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83 mm 
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0 
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86 mm 
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PULLeY

Single pulley with swivelling side plate ideal 
for large diameter ropes. Its swivelling action 
allows the pulley to be positioned anywhere 
along the rope. The sheave runs on a bronze 
bushing to ensure efficiency. Stainless steel axle 
and washers.

key featUres 

• Individual serial number.
• Swivelling side plate.

Use

 Pulley systems, load transfers.

Highly efficient single pulley with swivelling 
side plate and ball bearing mounted sheave. 
Its swivelling action allows the pulley to be 
positioned anywhere along the rope, whilst the 
ball bearings ensure maximum efficiency and 
durability.
Ideal for intensive use with large rope diameters. 
Stainless steel axle and washers.

key featUres 

• Ball bearings.
• Individual serial number.
• Swivelling side plate.

Use

 Intensive use in load transfers or pulley systems.

Double pulley with swivelling side plates, 
ideal for use with large diameter ropes. 
Its swivelling action allows the pulley to 
be positioned anywhere along the rope. 
The sheave runs on a bronze bushing to 
ensure efficiency. 
Stainless steel axle and washers.

key featUres 

• Individual serial number.
• Swivelling side plate.

Use

 Pulley systems, load transfers.

Highly efficient double pulley with swivelling 
side plates thanks to a ball bearing mounted 
sheave. Its swivelling action allows the pulley to 
be positioned anywhere along the rope, whilst 
the ball bearings ensure maximum efficiency and 
durability.
Ideal for intensive use with large ropes diameters. 
Stainless steel axle and washers.

key featUres 

• Ball bearings.
• Individual serial number.
• Swivelling side plate.

Use

 Intensive use in load transfers or pulley systems.

Name Compatible diameter Load restriction. Weight Ball bearings

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes



TransF’air Mini

TransF’air FiXe TransF’FiXe b

TransF’air TWin b

EN 12278 
90 ggr

EN 12278 
120 ggr

EN 12278 
120 ggr

BMPF

BMPTB

BMPMINI

BMPFB

  EN 12278
282 ggr

CORDE CABLE

45 mm 
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45 mm 
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68 mm 
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m
 

108 mm 
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PULLeY
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Lightweight and compact pulley with fixed side 
plates. Thanks to its small size and weight, it is easy 
to handle. Ideal when having to quickly create a pulley 
system with an ascender. The sheave runs on a bronze 
bushing to ensure efficiency. 
Stainless steel axle and washers.

key featUres 

• Individual serial number.
• Compact and lightweight.

Use

  Load transfers, pulley systems, use in conjunction with 
an ascender.

Double pulley with both sheaves 
mounted on ball bearings, especially 
designed for intensive use on rope or 
wire zip lines.   

Compact and lightweight pulley with a swivelling 
side plate. Its swivelling action allows the pulley 
to be positioned anywhere along the rope. Ideal 
for crevasse rescues. The sheave runs on a bronze 
bushing to ensure efficiency.
Stainless steel axle and washers.

key featUres 

• Individual serial number.
• Swivelling side plate.
• Compact and lightweight.

Use

 Crevasse rescue, load transfers, pulley systems.

Fixed sided pulley with a ball bearing mounted sheave 
to ensure optimal efficiency. Thanks to its small size 
and weight, it is easy to handle. Ideal when having to 
quickly create a pulley system with an ascender. The 
ball bearings ensure maximum pulley efficiency and 
increase the durability of the device.
Stainless steel axle and washers.

key featUres 

• Ball bearings.
• Individual serial number.
• Light and compact.

Use

  Load transfers, pulley systems, and use in conjunction 
with an ascender.

key featUres 

•   Two in-line sheaves increase 
stability.

•   Ball bearings ensure constant 
efficiency regardless of the user’s 
weight.

•  Individual serial number.

Use

 Rope or wire zip lines.
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HanDs UP

BMBHAR

110 mm 

HOLD UP

BMHO

23
5 

m
m

 

81
 m

m
 

73 mm 

 

 

265 ggr

90 ggr

CE EN 567 : 2013, diameter 8-13mm
CE EN 12841: 2006-B, diameter 10-13mm 100kg

CE EN 567 : 2013, diameter 8-13mm
CE EN 12841: 2006-B, diameter 10-13mm 100kg

NeW

NeW

Positioning of hands 

asCenDers

Handled ascender with ergonomic design to aid rope ascents with one 
or two hands.

•  Can be used to compliment the HOLD UP chest ascender or any other 
ascender for rope ascents.

•  Large lower attachment hole easily accommodates the connector for the 
AIR STEP foot loop.

•  The ascender’s shape allows it to be held with two hands when ascending 
rope: one on the side beneath the trigger and one above it.

•  The handle is reinforced to improve ergonomics and comfort.
•  Large lower attachment hole can accommodate multiple karabiners and 
maillons.

•  All-metal construction of the operating mechanism to increase durability
•  An ergonomic protruding lever facilitates cam operation.

Uses

 Setting route, speleo, rope access.

A compact ventral ascender for ascending ropes

•  The attachment hole protrudes from the ascender’s body at a 90 degree 
angle. This ensures the device remains both upright and parallel to the 
user’s body and allows the rope to easily slide through the device.

•  Positioned low on the harness to maximise progression with every 
move.

•  All-metal construction of the operating mechanism to increase durability.
•  An ergonomic protruding lever facilitates cam operation.

UsaGes

 Setting route, speleo, rope access.

stroNG poiNts

stroNG poiNts
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Adjustable footloop with quick adjusting system around the foot for 
ascending fixed ropes with an ascender. 

stroNG poiNts

•  Quick adjsuting system with ON / OFF function. In the ON position, the user’s 
foot stays locked in the footloop. In the OFF position, the adjustment system 
does not engage, meaning the user’s foot is not locked.

•  A large buckle facilitates adjustments of the footloop, even when wearing 
gloves.

• A stiffener in the loop helps to place a foot inside it.
•  Reinforced with webbing to help protect against abrasion.

Uses

 Gone back up on rope.

Ultra light shoulder strap for positioning the HOLD UP chest ascender.

key featUres

• Extremely light and compact.
• Compatible with the HOLD UP chest ascender .
• Easy to install.
• Quick and accurate adjustment.

Uses

 Rope access, route-setting, caving.

specificatioN
 Polyamide, aluminum.

asCenDers
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AIR LIGHT

TRIPLE AIR LIGHT

ADDITION PAD

BASIC LINE

100 cm

150 cm

50 cm

100 cm
100 cm

95 cm

BEREL.G
BEREL.R
BEREL.GY

BERET.G
BERET.R
BERET.GY

BEREAD.G
BEREAD.R
BEREAD.GY

3600 90 40 40

5400 90 40 40

750 40

Weight (g) Thickness (mm)  Landing (mm) Absorption (mm)

Weight (g)  Thickness (mm) Landing (mm) Absorption (mm)

Weight (g) Thickness (mm)

The AIR LIGHT comprises bi-density foam that gives a high capacity of 
absorbtion and maintains its shape throught its lifetime.
The AIR LIGHT is 1 m² model, designed to for peace of mind for 
beginners. Like its big brother the DOUBLE AIR BAG, it folds in two very 
easily. Made completely in polyester, it has a 3-way carrying system: 
hand, shoulder or on the back.

KEy fEAturES:

• Bi-density foam.
• 3-way carrying system.
• Lightweight.

The TRIPLE AIR LIGHT is the larger version of the AIR LIGHT (1,5 m²).
It is composed of bi-density foam able to take a high capacity of 
absorbtion, while retaining its shape throughout the its lifetime of 
withstanding dynamic pressure. Its size will give you peace of mind 
when landing on it.
An anti-slip strap is attached to fold in the pad.

KEy fEAturES:

• Bi-density covered foam.
• 3 carrying systems.
• Anti-slip strap fixed to the fold of the pad.
• Lightweight.

An additional mat which gives extra protection on landing. Its high 
density foam is protects feet from stones and tree roots beneath the 
crash pad.
It folds away easily in the AIR BAG and AIR LIGHT.

NOtE:

This is not a crash pad.

BOULDER



DOUBLE AIR BAG

BIG AIR BAG

EXtrA LINE

130 cm

100 cm

180 cm
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BERE2.G
BERE2.R

BERE2.GY

BEREB.G
BEREB.R

BEREB.GY

5300 100

7400 100
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BOULDER

Weight (g) Thickness (mm)

Weight (g) Thickness (mm)

Landing 10 mm

Absorption 50 mm

Verso 30 mm

Landing 30 mm

Absorption 50 mm

Verso 10 mm

C
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The DOUBLE AIR BAG is made of a 3 density enclosed foam that has a 
high capacity for absorbtion and shape throughout its lifetime.
The outer cover is in 100 % polyester with reinforced corners.
Easy to fold in two, the DOUBLE AIR BAG has a triple carrying system: 
handle/bandolier/rucsac straps.
The DOUBLE AIR BAG benefits from the VERSO concept, allowing the 
choice of surface on which to land depending on the height of the fall.
Its size, its exceptional impact damping and back carrying system make 
it a market reference point.

KEy fEAturES:

•  Triple density enclosed foam allows for suitability of height from hich 
to jump.

• Reinforced corners.
• Removeable strap can be changed into shoulder stap.
• Side vents.

Original concept of rolling and folding, which allows the BIG AIR BAG, 
despite its 1,80 m size, to fold very easily and carry compared to other 
models of equivalent size. The VERSO concept allows for the choice of 
landing surface, depending on the height of fall or jump.

KEy fEAturES:

•  Triple density enclosed foam allows for suitability of height from 
which to jump.

• Reinforced corners.
• Removeable strap can be changed into shoulder stap.
• Side vents.
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COMBI

FOLIO

COMBI CLIFF

BSAC.COMBI.R
BSAC.COMBI.G

BSAC.COMBI.BK

BSAC.CF.G

BSAC.CF.R

BSAC.CF.BK

BSAC.F.R

BSAC.F.BKBSAC.F.G

140 cm

10
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m

140 cm
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85 cm
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A rope bag as easy to carry as a rucsac and just as practical as a travel 
bag. Its integral ground mat of 100 x 140 cm has handles so that the 
rope can be carried from route to route ready to use.

Key features

• Very good capacity.
• Ergonomic straps.
• 2 exterior side pockets.

FOLIO protects the rope during transport and from the ground.
It eliminates coiling, reduces twisting and removes the risk
of knots when belaying the leader.

Key features

•  A bag which folds out on the ground (110 x 85 cm) with two 
attachment points to locate the rope ends.

Rope bag beautifully designed to carry your rope and the rest of your 
climbing gear.
• Large back opening to prevent dirt.
• Ergonomic straps.
• Reinforced and ventilated back made of 3D mesh.

Key features

• 2 carry material.
• 2 net pockets for shoes.
• 1 zip pocket.
• 1,4 m² rope tarp.

Capacity : 35 L|

Capacity : 35 L|



MAXI COCOON

MONSTER COCOON

T-SHIRTS

COCOON CLIC CLAC

BSAC.MX

BSAC.M

BSAC.MXL.O

BT.S.B
BT.M.B
BT.L.B
BT.XL.B

BT.S.G
BT.M.G
BT.L.G
BT.XL.G

BT.S.BK
BT.M.BK
BT.L.BK
BT.XL.BK

BSAC.MXL.G
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ACCESSORIES
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The rigid and unbreakable ring that forms its opening allows the bag 
to remain wide open for easy access to the chalk.

Key features

• Easy to chalk-up.
• Fashionable look.
• High volume.

A very big landing area for your feet. Its 2 handles help to shift it from 
boulder to boulder.

Key features

• 1 zipped pocket.
• 1 detachable pocket.
• 2 flaps for toothbrushes.

An end to tediously undoing the chalk bag string. Thanks to a new 
clic-clac patented system, opening the cocoon is instantaneous. You 
can now close your bag hermetically in mid-route with just one hand. 
And once opened, it’s big enough to take your entire hand.

Key features

• Easy opening and closing.
• Large volume.
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ROPE MARKER

RAPPEL gLOvES 

ASSURE ASSURE MAX 

ROPE CUTTER

ROPE TECH gLOvES 

STRAP X

BGA.S
BGA. M
BGA. L
BGA. XL
BGA. XXL

BGAM.S
BGAM. M
BGAM. L
BGAM. XL
BGAM. XXL

BGR.S
BGR. M
BGR. L

BGR. XL
BGR. XXL

BGRT.S
BGRT. M
BGRT. L
BGRT. XL
BGRT. XXL

BWARM.Y
BWARM.B
BWARM.G BSTRAP1255

BSTRAP2505
BSTRAP2510

BRM

BCUT

WARM-UP

ACCESSORIES

All-leather gloves, reinforced where the rope 
runs, specially adapted for descending the 
rope.

Key features

• Reinforced to limit wear from the sliding rope.
• Thick full grain leather.
• Loop to clip the gloves to the harness.

Protective mitten for safe belaying, top-roping 
decents or belay devices specially designed fitting 
for fingertips.

Key features

• Ultra supple, full grain leather.
• Ring fixing to harness.
• Reinforced palm.

use

• Safety and abseiling.

Protective glove for safe belaying, top-roping 
decents or belay devices.

Key features

• Ultra supple, full grain leather.
• Ring fixing to harness.
• Reinforced palm.

use

• Safety and abseiling.

Hybrid gloves, half-leather palms, half 
breathable stretch fabric on the back.

Key features

•  Thin leather on the inside fingers for greater 
dexterity.

•  The palm is reinforced precisely where the rope 
runs.

•  The stretch textile on the back of 
the hand aids  
breathability and avoids sweating.

•  Loop to clip the gloves to the 
harness.

Silicone balls of differing hardnesses for pre-
climb warm up of hands and fingers.

Key features

• Carrying box.
• 1 colour, 1 strength.

Finger tape especially developed for 
climbers concerned to protect their 
tendons and joints.
Available in: 2,5 cm x 10 m, 2,5 cm x 5 
m and 1,25 cm x 5 m.

Key features

•  Hypoallergenic, excellent hold, very good 
abrasion resistance.

BEAL has developed a special ink for 
marking ropes, in the middle as well as 
at the ends. This ink hardly stiffens the 
rope, is water resistant, and stands up to 
abrasion well. 
NB: it does not affect polyamide. The 
container has a small roller at the tip 
for better inking. With one container of 
ROPE MARKER you can make 30 marks 
of 5 cm.
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CHALK STATION

PURE gRIP

BRC

BRB

BBALLST

BBALLST

BPG

ROPE BRUSH

ROPE CLEANER

BALL-IT

ROPE BAND

(x 25) <80°
Ref: BREP

(x 50) <80°

BRE

BRT

NFC

x 12

Ref: BNFC

ACCESSORIES
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Non-aggressive detergent developed to clean ropes and 
harnesses easily. 
Will not damage polyamide – water temperature < 30° C.

A brush specifically created to clean ropes. Adapts easily
to different diameters. Twist the brush onto the rope then run the rope through 
the brush while holding it firmly under water.

A different, more manageable and economic 
form of chalk. It effectively reduces the residue 
left on holds or spilt onto the floor or mat. 
Ball-it: 2 x 35 g. / Ball-it: 1 x 56 g.

Key features

•  More eco-friendly: the design reduces un-
healthy dust inhalation.

Re-fillable chalk ball - by means of a string 
to untie and re-tie the bag.

Key features

• Full of pure italian chalk.

This new generation chalk is better suited to the needs of climbers whether indoors or 
bouldering. On indoor walls PURE GRIP makes no dust and lasts twice as long. When 
bouldering, the grip obtained with PURE GRIP, compared to powder chalk, is exceptional.

Key features

• Does not pollute the rock.
• Does not make dust.
• Very good capacity: 250 ml.

The kit consists of non-rotting labels and
heat-shrink sheath to allow you to replace old
rope endings, but more importantly to let you
establish your own rope traceability.
The label is non-tear and waterproof, the heatshrink 
cover is very abrasion resistant.

NFC is a new standard in RFID chips, ultra compact and flat, compatible with 
most new generation Smartphones. By bringing your phone close to the 
NFC chip, information relating to the item of PPE can be accessed directly 
and wirelessly without the need for specific 
software, similar to wireless payments which 
are already becoming commonplace. All PPE 
equipped with a TIP label can accommodate 
a NFC chip to allow kit management via 
smartphone.

The kit consists of non-rotting labels 
and heat-shrink sheath to allow you 
to replace old rope endings, but 
more importantly to let you establish 
your own rope traceability.
The label is non-tear and waterproof, 
the heat-shrink cover is very abrasion 
resistant.

NFC CHIP - NEAR FIELD CONNECTION MARKINg TICKET KIT  

MARKINg TICKET KIT XL

ACCESSORIES TRACEABILITy/CONTROL/CUSTOMIzATION
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BEAL HEADLAMPS ARE SEPARATED 
INTO 2 RANGES

Source N° 1 : A central LED, known as ‘FOCUS’, emits a 
far reaching and precise narrow beam.
Source N° 2 : Lateral LEDs, known as ‘FLOOD’, emit 
light to allow comfortable and uniform peripheral vision 

without bright spots.
Source N° 3 : Red LEDs, known as ‘RED’, allow for discrete lighting 
or efficient signalling in flashing mode.
Every light source is thus dedicated to a particular use: ‘FOCUS’ to see 
far, ‘FLOOD’ for immediate surroundings and ‘RED’ for discretion in 
its constant mode or signalling in its flashing mode.

LIGHT SOURCES

range L. range F.F.

which indicate the key features of each one:
• The L range - light and compact head torches.
• The F.F range - torches with a minimum of two light 
sources: ‘FOCUS’ and ‘FLOOD’.

In order to better respond to 
users’ needs, whether moving 
slow or fast or even when still, 
BEAL’s range uses multiple 
independent light sources on 
the majority of its models. In 
contrast to using a single light 
source, this solution allows for 
a source to be dedicated to an 

intended use.
As a result some headlamp 
models have up to 3 
independent light sources!
The choice between multiple 
light sources does not prevent 
them from being used 
simultaneously in ‘TOTAL 
POWER’ mode.

HEADLAMPS
A narrow light beam may be inadequate to find your way efficiently 
in all outdoor situations.
It is important to be able to illuminate your surroundings using a 
broad and uniform beam.

LigHting

BEAL’S range
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MODES

‘SPEED-SHIFT’ BATTERY REPLACEMENT

WATER RESISTANCE

HEADLAMPS - SEttingS

Every light source has multiple settings; in addition to a 
powerful and an economic setting some models also 
feature medium and flashing settings.

•  Maximum mode: the most powerful setting, providing an effective 
and intense output between 2 and 4 hours.

•  Medium mode: the most favourable setting offering a compromise 
between light output and energy management.

•  Economic mode: this setting, with an output between 5 and 6.5 
lumens, generates minimal consumption for a very long burn time.

•  Flashing mode: this setting works on the central light source or 
RED source and helps to draw attention when needed.

The combination of light sources and various modes allows for perfect 
adjustments to suit the needs of your night vision, which at the same 
time results in excellent energy management.

• �TOTAL� POWER�Mode: a combination of both Flood and Focus 
modes, thus providing with a zoom, long reach output 
cumulated with a proximity wide output.

DEPENDING ON THE LAMP, BEAL USES TWO DISTINCT TECHNOLOGIES

1 • CLASSIC�POWER :�
Conventional unregulated electronic circuit where output decreases 
over time but with the advantage of long burn times.

2 • CONTINUOUS�POWER :�
Regulated electronic circuits allow for multiple constant output levels 
to suit the user’s preference. Depending on the chosen mode, constant 
lighting is provided between 2 and several hours.

On models that feature battery compartments at the rear 
of the head, batteries can easily be changed with one 
hand by using the spare waterproof container.
A clever ejection and locking system ensures 

waterproofness.

All of our headlamps are water resistant to at least the IPX6 
standard, guaranteeing water resistance against a 100 l/min water 
jet from a 3 m distance.
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With a surprising output of 24 lumens for its small size, this is the 
lightest in the “Light” series. This ultra-light and compact headlamp 
has all the advantages of a larger variant: 2 independent light sources 
and 6 operation modes!
• Source N° 1: A powerful LED with an exterior reflector for a focused 
and far reaching beam.
-  Maximum mode:  for a focused and powerful light output up to 22 m 

of the ‘FOCUS’ variety.
- Economical mode for the maximum burn time up to 72 hours.
- Flashing mode allowing efficient signalling in case of an emergency.
• Source N° 2: 2 red LEDs.
-  Constant mode for discreet night vision (reading, mountain huts,…).
- Flashing mode to draw attention.
Multiple fitting methods:
- Directly to the head using the 2 easily detachable elasticated cords.
- To a cap using the spring-loaded clamp.
-  Directly to the rear of another head torch’s elastic head strap to create 

a rear warning light (cycling, running).

-  The two Lithium Ion batteries may be stored up to 10 years without 
deterioration.

- Weighs 29g including batteries.

Exceptional water resistance: IPX6

Light (70 g), compact but most of all very comfortable to use.

- 3 LEDs with built in reflector and lens.
-  Maximum mode for a reach of 27 m also gives excellent peripheral 

vision of the ‘FLOOD’ variety.
-  Medium mode for comfortable use and a good compromise between 

light output and energy consumption.
- Economical mode for a maximum burn time.
- Flashing mode to draw attention where needed.

- A weight of 70 g. 
-  The elastic head strap is easily removable and washable. The L24 can 

be attached to the rear.

Exceptional water resistance: IPX6

Uses
 Ideal in emergencies, for camping, map 
reading, warning lights for running with its 
red LeDs.

Uses
 reading, camping, running, hiking, DIY.

LIGHTING
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With 80 lumens and 5 lighting modes, the L80 sets the standard in 
headlamp versatility.

• Source N° 1: A powerful LED with additional reflector.
-  Maximum mode of 80 lumens with a range of 40m and a very wide 

spread, type FLOOD.
-  Medium mode for comfortable use and a good compromise between 

light output and energy consumption.
- Economical mode for a maximum burn time.

• Source N° 2: 1 red LED.
- Constant mode for discreet night vision (reading, mountain huts, ...).
- Flashing mode for drawing attention.

-  A weight of 96 g.
-  The elasticated head strap can be easily removed and washed, and is 

compatible with the L24 attached to the rear.
- Individual number.

Exceptional water resistance : IPX 6

Uses
 Home use, camping, reading, walking and hiking.

A headlamp with 2 light sources weighing only 96 g.
The FF120 is a headlamp highly suited to all outdoor activities, from 
mountaineering to trail running. It offers the choice between long, focused 
lighting for moving quickly or a broad beam for close proximity use.
• Source N° 1 - Focus: A powerful central LED with reflector for a 
long and bright beam. 
- Maximum mode: 100 lumens and a focused lighting distance up to 100 m.
-  Medium Mode provides 45 lumens of ‘COnTInUOUS POWer’ for 

comfortable use without a drop in output over a pre-defined period 
of time.

- Economical mode for a maximum burn time.
- Flashing mode to draw attention where needed.
• Source N° 2 - Flood: 2 powerful lateral LEDs each backed by a 
reflector for peripheral lighting.
-  Maximum mode: for highly comfortable peripheral vision even when 

moving quickly.
-  Medium mode: for pleasant and homogenous close proximity vision, 

without areas of bright spots.
-  The elastic head strap is easily removable and washable, and 

compatible with the L24 attached to the rear.
- Individual number.

Exceptional water resistance: IPX6

Uses
  climbing, mountaineering, ski-mountaineering, 
trail-running and all outdoor activities.

LIGHTING
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The headlamp that provides close proximity lighting as well as a long 
distance lighting simultaneously.
Its two buttons allow a second light source to be switched on and off 
independently whilst maintaining the first. Long and close proximity 
lighting, with the output spread between the two light sources.
Lighting output remains constant for the battery’s duration by using 
‘Continuous Power’ in the majority of settings.
With 150 lumens in Total Power mode and up to a 60m throw for only 
97 grams, the FF150 is the ideal head torch for all demanding outdoor 
activities, mountaineering or trail running.
The settings are changed easily using two dedicated buttons; one 
controls the ‘Focus’ beam whereas the other controls the ‘Flood’ and 
‘Red’ lights:
•� Source� N°�1� -� Focus: Powerful LED for focused long distance 
lighting when moving quickly.
-  Medium mode: 50 lumens of Continous Power provides a comfortable 

amount of light without a loss in output.
-  Maximum mode: 110 lumens of Continous Power with a focused 

beam up to 60 m.

- Economical mode for a maximum burn time.
•� Source� N°�2� -� Flood: Powerful lateral LED for ultra-wide and 
homogenous lighting.
-  Meax mode for comfortable and uniform close proximity lighting 

without bright spots.
-  Economical mode for ultra-close proximity lighting with a maximum 

burn time.
Total Power: combines source N°1 and N°2’s maximum settings by 
pressing both buttons simultaneously.
•�Source�N°�3: A constant red light setting for discrete lighting or 
efficient signalling in flashing mode.

- Battery gauge.
- Serial number.
- Weight 97 g.
-  Easily detachable and washable headband is compatible with the L24 

fitted at the back.

Uses
 Walking, trekking, bivvying, mountaineering, trail running.

- Exceptional water resistance: IPX6

Official partners

French team
mountaineering Alpine skiing

LIGHTING
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An ultra-powerful 190 lumens headlamp possessing a second equally 
powerful independent light source armed with an ultra large reflector 
for incredible peripheral lighting!
The ultra large beam limits eye fatigue by providing a broad, constant 
light eliminating the darkness.

•�Source�N°�1�-�Focus: A powerful central LED with reflector giving 
a very long lighting distance.
- Maximum mode: for a highly focused beam up to 150 m.
-  Medium mode: for an excellent compromise between light output 

and energy consumption.
- Economic mode: for maximum burn time.
- Flashing mode to efficiently draw attention when needed.
•�Source�N°�2�-�Flood: A powerful LED with a very large reflector for 
ultra-wide and powerful lighting.
-  Maximum mode with an output of 170 lumens with an ultra-wide 

beam up to 14,5 m.
- Medium mode for clean and uniform close proximity lighting.

- Ease of battery changes thanks to the ‘Speed-Shift’ concept.

- Exceptional water resistance: IPX7
(30 minutes of submersion under 1m of water)

Uses
  Mountaineering, rescue services, trail running, skiing, mountain 
biking.

Uses
 research, exploration, rescue services, orienteering, caving, long 
distance trekking, orienteering races.

BATTERY GAUGE

A 170 lumen headlamp armed with 3 independent light sources aimed 
at the most extreme activities, from the fastest to the longest.

•�Source�N°�1�-�Focus:  A powerful LED with reflecting surround to 
provide a strong and long light beam.
-  Maximum mode: a very precise beam with a lighting distance up to 

160 metres.
-  Medium mode: an excellent compromise between light level and 

energy consumption.
- Economic mode: for maximum burn time.
- Flashing mode to draw attention where needed.
•�Source�N°�2� -�Flood: 2 powerful lateral LEDs each backed by a 
reflector for bright and homogenous peripheral lighting.
-  Maximum mode with an output of 54 lumens for excellent peripheral 

vision.
- Medium mode for clean and homogenous close proximity lighting.
•�Source�N°�3: 2 red LEDs.
- Constant mode for discreet night vision. 
- Flashing mode to draw attention or when in need.

- Ease of battery changes thanks to the “Speed-Shift” concept.

- Exceptional water resistance: IPX6

LIGHTING
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BATTERY GAUGE

ACU 1800

A powerful rechargeable headtorch able to simultaneously provide both 
close proximity lighting as well as long distance lighting. Its two buttons 
allow a second light source to be switched on and off independently 
whilst maintaining the first. The torch can be recharged using USB but 
equally works with AAA batteries. The FF210R uses Continuous Power 
for all its settings when used with the rechargeable battery: lighting 
output remains constant for the duration of the battery’s charge.
With 210 lumens in Total Power mode and a 74 m beam for only 103 g, 
the FF210 R is the ideal head torch for all demanding outdoor activities, 
mountaineering or trail running.
The modes are changed using two dedicated buttons; the first controls 
the ‘Focus’ beam whereas the second controls the ‘Flood’ and ‘Red’ 
lights.

•� Source� N°�1� -� Focus: Powerful LED for focused long distance 
lighting when moving quickly.
- Medium mode: 76 lumens with a focused beam up to 45 m.
- Maximum mode: 170 lumens with a focused beam up to 70 m.
- Economical mode for a maximum burn time.

•�Source�N°�2�-�Flood: Powerful LED with a large beam for broad, 
uniform lighting.
-  Medium setting: 45 lumens for comfortable and uniform close 

proximity lighting without bright spots.
- Economical setting: 5 lumens for ultra close proximity lighting with a 

maximum burn time.

Total Power: combines source N°1 and N°2’s maximum settings for a 
210 lumen output by pressing both buttons simultaneously.

•�Source�N°�3: A constant red light setting for discrete lighting or 
efficient signalling in flashing mode.

- Rechargeable 1800 mAh Lithium-Ion battery using micro USB.
-  REFLECTIVE elasticated headband for additional visibility. Easily 

detachable, washable and compatible with the L24 fitted at the back.
- Charge indicator light.
- Minimum 300 charge cycles.
-  3 AAA batteries (not included) fitted in a container (included) can be 

used to replace the rechargeable battery.
- Micro USB cable included.
- Battery gauge.
- Serial number.
- 103 g weight.

Uses
 Walking, trekking, bivvying, mountaineering, trail running.

- Water resistance: IPX5 

LIGHTING
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A lighting concept that ensures you are seen in all conditions. 

Two WHITE and FLASHING light sources, FRONT and BACK, with 
additional reflective strips around the sides provide 360 degrees of 
security for your running sessions, regardless of the weather conditions.

Ideal for night running in an urban environment, it consists of two light 
sources: a L28 head torch at the FRONT with an L24 head torch at the 
rear. It also features a reflective fluorescent band for additional visibility 
from the sides.

The WHITE and RED lighting modes can be used to adapt to any 
weather conditions: white for fair weather and red for fog or drizzle. 
A FLASHING beam ensures you are seen whilst the CONSTANT beam 
lights up the path ahead.

With its contemporary design, the Be Visi meets all your requirements 
thanks to its modular nature. The L24 is separate from the headband, 
meaning you can also attach it to a collar, sleeve, hem of a jacket, shorts 
pocket, bag or belt!

Key FeAtUres:

- Front and rear lighting provides 360 degrees of visibility.
-  A flashing beam ensures you are seen, a constant beam lights up the 

path ahead.
- Two light sources: 1 at the front and 1 at the rear.
- White light for fair weather visibility.
- Red light for poor weather visibility, rain or fog.
- Reflective strips give side on visibility.
- Burn time: 115 h in front flashing mode and 80 h in rear flashing 
mode.

Use
 Urban night running.

LIGHTING
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An extremely compact lantern with 2 lighting functions – either torch 
or lantern.

Torch position:
-  A powerful LED with additional reflector for a powerful and far 

reaching beam.
-  Maximum mode: 170 lumens and a focused lighting distance of up 

to 130 m.
-  Medium mode: for an excellent compromise between light output 

and energy consumption.
- Economic mode: for maximum burn time.
- Flashing mode: for efficient signalling when needed.

Lantern position:
-  In this position a diffuser takes the place of the reflector and allows for 

360° peripheral lighting. 
-  This position equally provides maximum, medium and economic 

modes.
- 3 pieds escamotables lui donnent plus de stabilité.
- Un anneau sommital vous aide à suspendre la lanterne.

- Water resistance: IPX4.

A very stable lantern with 2 lighting functions – either torch or lantern.
Wide and stable with an output of 190 lumens.

Torch position:
-  A powerful LED backed by a reflector for a bright and far reaching 

beam up to 150 m.

Lantern position:
-  In this position a diffuser takes the place of the reflector and allows for 

powerful and homogenous 360° lighting.
-   In the two positions you can choose your lighting mode from most 

economical to most powerful by a holding down the switch.
- Two hooks helps to suspend the lantern.

- Water resistance: IPX4.

LIGHTING
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ROPE BAND

idN

(x 25) <80°

Ref: BREP

Ref: BNFC

(x 50) <80°

BRE

BRT

NFC

012 34 567 14

NFC

AccEssORiEs tRAcEABility/cONtROl/custOmizAtiON

The kit consists of non-rotting labels and
heat-shrink sheath to allow you to replace 
old
rope endings, but more importantly to let 
you
establish your own rope traceability.
The label is non-tear and waterproof, the 
heatshrink cover is very abrasion resistant.

mARKiNG ticKEt Kit  

The kit consists of non-rotting labels and 
heat-shrink sheath to allow you to replace 
old rope endings, but more importantly to 
let you establish your own rope traceability.
The label is non-tear and 
waterproof, the heat-shrink 
cover is very abrasion resistant.

mARKiNG ticKEt Kit Xl

NFc cHiP - NEAr FIELD CoNNECTIoN

NFC is a new standard in RFID chips, ultra compact and flat, compatible with 
most new generation Smartphones. By bringing your phone close to the 
NFC chip, information relating to the item of PPE can be accessed directly 
and wirelessly without the need for specific software, similar to wireless 
payments which are already becoming commonplace. All PPE equipped with 
a TIP label can accommodate 
a NFC chip to allow kit 
management via smartphone.

Year of
manufacture

REGISTER STORE alERTSHARE

HARNESS

HELMET

ROPE

CONNECTOR

SAVE LOOK UP / SHARE

PPE MANAGEMENT

PPE MANAGEMENT

www.beal-inspect.com
is a PPE management web app. By using responsive 
technology from whichever phone, tablet or computer 
(connected to the internet) it is able to store logbooks, 
your documents as well as user instructions in the ‘cloud’ 
and to share these between terminals.
Regardless of the make of your PPE, you can log all 
inspections, become notified of their forthcoming 
inspections and share information between terminals 
(smartphone, tablet, PC and Mac) as well as other 
people who have been given authorisation.

iDN
uNiquE NumBER

All BEAL PPE is marked with a unique number 
which, in addition to providing the year of 
manufacture, ensures traceability of the product. The 
individual N° of ropes and harnesses reported on 
www.beal-services.info gives access to numerous 
services on line.
•  Identification service: rediscover your rope with 

individual notice on line in the BEAL traceability 
system.

• Diagnostic service: an aid to rope wear.
•  Management service: aid to the management, 

control and overseeing of PPE by means of free 
downloadable software.

Bcc
BEAl cOlOR cODE

BEAL slings, dynamic on demand ropes and lanyards 
are either embroidered or have a line of stitching which 
-dependant on the colour used- depicts the year of 
manufacture of the product.



ARGENTINA
ANETO
CUIT 30-71435017-6
NECOCHEA 1286
(1641) ACASSUSO
BUENOS AIRES
e-mail : aneto.argentina@gmail.com

ASEAN Distribution Centre
ALLSPORTS EQUIPMENT
52 UBI AVENUE 3
04-44 FRONTIER
SINGAPORE 408867
Tel : +65 6848 9489
Fax : +65 6242 2312
e-mail : 0464@starhub.net.sg

AUSTRALIA
SEA TO SUMMIT PT Y LTD
6 – 8 Brown Street
East Perth
Western Australia 6004
Tel : +61 8 9221 6617
Fax : +61 8 9221 6618
e-mail : enquiries@seatosummit.com.au
Web : www.seatosummit.com.au

AUSTRIA
Emberg – Am Puls der Leidenschaft
Heinrich Haubner Straße 3
5020 Salzburg
Tel/ Fax: +43 662 844 335
office@emberg.net
www.emberg.net

BENELUX
CJ AGENCIES BV
Postbox 537
Hermesweg 28
NL -3741 GP Baarn Netherlands
Tel : +31 35 5424200
Fax : +31 35 5415277
e-mail : info@cjagencies.nl
Web : www.cjagencies.nl

BRAZIL
M. Arnaud & Cia Ltda - EPP
Rua Alfredo Ortenzi, 125 - Bragança Paulista - SP
Tel :(11) 4032-8688
Fax : (11) 4033-8687
e-mail : contato@m-arnaud.com.br
Web : www.m-arnaud.com.br

BULGARIA
PIK 3000 ltd
Sofia 1504
rue Petra 7
Tel : +359 2 84 32 943
Fax : +359 2 94 33 664
e-mail : office@pik3000.com
Web : www.pik3000.com

CHILE
JUST CLIMB - Soc. Ossher Ltda.
Carlos XII 120 Loc. E
LAS CONDES
Santiago - Chile
Tel : +56 2 22639499
Fax : +56 2 22639499
e-mail : justclimb@justclimb.cl
Web : www.justclimb.cl

CHINA
SNOWBIRD
Forturn Garden,No.21,Baifuquan Road,
Changping,
Beijing,China(102200).
Tel : +86 10 80118873
Fax: +86 10 80118994
Web : www.snowbird.com.cn

COLOMBIA
NOMADA CI Ltda
Av. 1 de mayo 35 79
Bogotá D.C.
Tel : 57 1 720 4027 - 57 1 202 2929
e-mail : info@nomadaoutdoor.com
Web : www.nomadaoutdoor.com

CROATIA
IGLU SPORT d.o.o
Radnicka 1a, VB centar
10000 ZAGREB
Tel : +385 1 3700434
Fax : +385 1 3777082
e-mail : iglusport@iglusport.hr
Web : www.iglusport.hr

CYPRUS
LELLA KENTONIS INVESTMENT CO LTD
11B DORIEON STR
STROVOLOS 2023
NICOSIA
TEL +357-22-312262
FAX +357-22-499396
EMAIL :  lkentoni@spidernet.com.cy

CZECH REPUBLIC
TOTALOUTDOOR S.R.O.
Horni Rokytnice 470
51244 Rokytnice nad Jizerou
+420 773 491 880
Email : info@beal.cz
Web : www.beal.cz

DENMARK
SCANLICO DENMARK A/S
Marielundvej 48A
DK-2730
HERLEV
Tel : +45 38 71 69 59
Fax : +45 38 71 69 53
e-mail : info@scanlico.dk

ECUADOR
NOMADA CI Ltda
Av. 1 de mayo 35 79
Bogotá D.C.
Tel : 57 1 720 4027 - 57 1 202 2929
e-mail : info@nomadaoutdoor.com
Web : www.nomadaoutdoor.com

FINLAND
VANDERNET OY
Pälkäneentie 14
FI-00510 HELSINKI
Tel : +358 (0) 20 7418330
Fax : +358 (0) 20 7418346
e-mail : vandernet@vandernet.com
Web : www.vandernet.com

GERMANY
KRAH GmbH
Brauhausstrasse 19
D-82467 GARMISCH-PARTENKIRCHEN
ALLEMAGNE
Tel : +49.88.21.93.23.0
Fax : +49.88.21.93.23.23
e-mail : info@krah.com
Web : www.krah.com

GREECE
ACTIVE POINT SA
65 Athinon Ave. (bystreet)
1st floor
10447 ATHENS
Tel : +30.210.9210906
Fax : +30.210.9220017
e-mail : actpoint@otenet.gr

HONG KONG
HONG KONG MOUNTAINEERING TRAINING 
CENTRE
102  prosperity building
61 tung choi street   Mongkok
Kowloon 
Hong Kong
tel : 852 27706746
Fax : 852 27707110
e-mail : hkmtc@hkstar.com
www.hkmtc.com

HUNGARY
GREEN SERPENTINE KFT.
9400 Sopron 
Szellő u. 9.
Hungary 
Tel: +36 99 523 294 
Fax: +36 99 523 295

INDIA
Top Rock Equipments
16, Satya Niketan ( Ground floor)
New Delhi 110021, INDIA.
tel : +9111-32970400, 
fax : 26878888, 011 26878890.
e-mail : jeanlucjubert@hotmail.fr
e-mail : contact@toprockadventures.com
Web : www.toprockadventures.com

INDONESIA
TANDIKE
JL CILEDU GRAYA N2 SESKOAL -CIPULIR
KEBAYORAN LAMA - JAKARTA 12230
Tel : +62.21.7222666
Fax : +62.21.7234999
Web : www.tandike.com

PT ALLSPORTS EQUIPMENT
Cosa Building 1st Floor
Jl. Tomang Raya no. 70
Jakarta Barat 11430
Indonesia
Tel : +62 21 5698 0972
Fax : +62 21 5698 0973
e-mail : sales@allsports.co.id

IRAN
KOOH VEISI TRADING CO.
No.86 Javad Kargar St.
Bahar Shomali Ave.
Zip Code: 15637-16518
Tehran / IRAN
Tel : +9821 77533173
Fax : +9821 77520566
e-mail : info@koohveisi.com
Web : www.koohveisi.com

ITALY
GRIVEL srl
Servizio Clienti : Loc. Champagne, 19 - 11020 
Verrayes (Aosta)
Tel. +39 0165 843714
Fax +39 0165 844800
Email : manuela@grivel.com
Web : www.grivel.com 
Commerciale: MAQUI di Fabrizio Vesco
Email : maqui@outlook.it
Tel : +39 334 7755330

ICELAND
STODTAEKI EHF.
HVALEYRARBRAUT 35
220 HAFNARFIRDI
Tel : +354 5109515
e-mail : hilmar@explorer.is

JAPAN
RESCUE PLANET, INC
1-73-1-103, Mihashi, Omiya-ku, Saitama -city, 
Saitama, 330-0855 
TEL. (81)48-788-3602
FAX. (81)48-788-3603
e-mail : info@rescue-p.jp

JORDAN
JORDAN CLIMBING – Part of Ibex Climbing
Mecca street , Al kilo circle
Building #110 , 2nd floor
Amman
Tel : +962 6 5527774
Fax: +962 6 5527724
E-mail : info@ibexclimbing.com
Web : www.Ibexclimbing.com

KASHMIR
B.U.Combines (BUC)
Defense Engineering and High Altitude Warfare 
Tactical Equipment
Opposite Old Battle Tank, Badami Bagh, NH1A
Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir - 190004 INDIA
Phone: +911942467126; +919906501214; 
+919419001821
Email : Ubaid Shah (ubaid@bucombines.com); 
Zain Shah zain@bucombines.com)

KOREA
COREALPINE CO. LTD
#505-14 KOLON ASTERN BLDG 2TH FL.
206-HO GASAN-DONG, GEUMCHEON-GU 

153-708 SEOUL
Tel : 82 2 2082 8450-3
Fax : 82 2 2082 8459
e-mail : annapurna@unitel.co.kr

LATVIA
SIA “CLIMB MORE”
Rozu iela 8-21, Babite,
Latvia, LV 2101
Tel : +371 29492660
e-mail : maris@virves.lv
Web : www.virves.lv

LEBANON
SHOGUN OUTDOOR
Armenia Str.
Armenia Bldg
Bourj-Hammoud
BEIRUT
Tel : +961 1 261039
Tel/Fax : +961 3 726676
e-mail : info@shogunoutdoor.com

LITHUANIA
UAB «LUKLA»
Antakalnio st. 42-38
LT-10304 Vilnius 
Tel: +370 (610) 32 831
e-mail: info@lukla.lt
Web: www.lukla.lt

MALAYSIA
ALLSPORTS EQUIPMENT SDN BHD
1 Utama Shopping Centre
Lot F226, 1st Floor Promenade
1 Lebuh Bandar Utama
47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Malaysia
Tel : +60 (0)3 7728 0775
Fax : +60 (0)3 7728 0776
e-mail : alsportskl@yahoo.com

MEXICO
EL SEPTIMO GRADO
Fernando Montes De Oca 61-2
Col Condesa, CP 06140
MEXICO DF MEXICO
Tel : +52 55 55 53 27 27
Fax : + 52 55 55 53 37 77
e-mail : septimogrado@prodigy.net.mx
Web : www.elseptimogrado.com

NEPAL
PEAK PROMOTION TRADING Pvt. Ltd.
P. O. Box : 5237,
Thamel, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel : 977-1-4 249454
Fax : 977-1-4 245137
e-mail : peakgear@mos.com.np

NEW ZEALAND
SOUTHERN APPROACH
372 Cashel Street
CHRIST CHURCH
Tel : +64 3 3899760
Fax : +64 3 3897640
e-mail : service@southernapproach.co.nz

NORWAY
VARRI AS
Hasleveien 15E
0571 Oslo
Tel : 22719200
Faks : 22719201
e-mail : post@varri.no
Web : www.varri.no

POLAND
PRZEDSIEBIORSTWO HANDLOWO-USLUGOWE 
AMC.
Spolka Jawna
Mników 389
32-084 MORAWICA
Tel : +48 12 656 70 88
Fax : +48 12 656 70 89
e-mail : info@amc.krakow.pl
Web : www.amc.krakow.pl

PORTUGAL
SUBMATE LDA .
R. Cor. Bento Roma, Lote 920
Loja Esqa
1700-122 Lisboa
Tel : +351 21847 12 69
Fax : +351 218403729
e-mail : info@submate.pt

REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
VERTIKAL SPORT
Ul. Rajko Zinzifov, 40
1000 SKOPJE
Tel : +389.2.3231.802
Fax : +3892.3231802
e-mail : shara@mt.net.mk
Web : www.vertikalsport.com.mk

ROMANIA
SPELEMAT
str. Primariei nr. 9,
410209 ORADEA
Tel : +40259 431069; +40359 410557
Fax : +40259 431069
e-mail : contact@spelemat.ro
Web : www.spelemat.ro

RUSSIA
VERTICAL SPORT
SHARI KOPODSHIPNI KOVS KAYA STR 7-2 115088
MOSCOW
Tel/Fax : +7.495.674.2344
e-mail : info@verticalsport.ru

SERBIA & MONTENEGRO
IGLU SPORT d.o.o.
Ustanicka 189
11050 Belgrade 22
Serbia
Tel : +381 11 3470618
Fax : +381 11 3471677
e-mail : info@iglusport.rs
Web : www.iglusport.rs

SLOVAKIA
TOTAL OUTDOOR s.r.o.
Horni Rokytnice 470
51244 Rokytnice nad Jizerou
CZECH REPUBLIC
+420 773 491 880
e-mail : info@beal.cz
Web : www.beal.cz

SLOVENIA
IGLU SPORT D.O.O
Litostrojska 40
1000 Ljubljana
Tel : + 386 (1) 24 12 760
Fax : + 386 (1) 24 12 757
e-mail : iglu@iglusport.si
Web : www.iglusport.si

SOUTH AFRICA
RAM MOUNTAINEERING
Unit 7 Old Mill Park
22 Old Mill Way, Ndebeni
CAPE TOWN
Tel : +27 21 532 0549
Fax : +27 21 531 2844
e-mail : info@rammountain.co.za
Web : www.rammountain.co.za

SPAIN
VERTICAL SPORTS S.L.
C/ Pere IV , 29-35, 3-1
08018 Barcelona
Tel : +34.93.309.10.91 
Fax : +34.93.485.09.49
e-mail : info@vertical.es
Web : www.vertical.es

SWEDEN
C2 VERTICAL SAFETY AB
BOR JEGATAN 78
SE-752 29 UPPSALA
Tel : +46-(0)18-67 79 90
Fax : +46-(0)18-14 01 90
e-mail : info@c2safety.com
Web : www.c2safety.com

SWITZERLAND
CASOAR SA 
Route du Verney 20 
1070 Puidoux
Switzerland
Tel : +41 (0)21 925 20 80 
Fax : +41 (0)21 925 20 89
e-mail : info@casoar.com
Web : www.casoar.com

THAILAND
ROCKCAMP INTERNATIONAL CO.,LTD.
50 Phuttamonton Sai 1 Road,
Chimplee, Talingchan
BANGKOK 10170
Tel : +662 887 9946  Fax: +662 887 9947
e-mail : rockcamp@thaiclimbing.com
www.Thaiclimbing.com

TAIWAN
BAE YUEH MOUNTAIN AND SPORTS LTD
No.456, Mincyuan 2nd Rd., Cianjhen Dist., 
Kaohsiung City 80654, Taiwan 
TEL:+886-7-3308399
FAX:+886-7-3326931
email:service@100mountain.com

TURKEY
MEYDAN AV MALZEMELERI SAN & TI C LTD STI .
Kemeralti Cad.
Sefkat Ishani Kat:1-2
No:1-3 Karakoy
34425 ISTANBUL
Tel : +90 212 292 50 16
e-mail : meydan@meydanav.com
Web : www.meydanav.com
www.meydankamp.com

UKRAIN
EXTREME CENTRE
Maryanenko 3
61057 KHARKIV
Tel : + 38 0572 588361
Fax : + 38 0572 588362
e-mail : info@extreme-centre.com
Web : www.extreme-centre.com

UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND
Work & Rescue Limited 
Tel: +44 (0) 7725 792 741
e-mail : justin@bealuk.com
Web : www.bealuk.com 

URUGUAY
VERANEX S.A.
ZONA FRANCA LIBERTAD -
Manzana A, Predio A9
Ruta 1 Km 49 San José
URUGUA Y
Tel : (0054) 11 47170284
Fax : (0054) 11 47921935
e-mail : info@veranex.com
Web : www.veranex.com

USA
LIBERTY MOUNTAIN
9816 S. Jordan Gateway
(500 West)
SANDY UT 84070
Tel : 0801 954 0741
Fax : 0801 954 0766
e-mail : salesstaff@libertymountain.com
Web : www.libertymountain.com

VIET NAM & CAMBODIA
Vina Access / Vertical Academy
18 Truc Duong, Thao Dien, D2, Ho Chi Minh City
Tel: (08) 6281.9248
www.vertical-academy.com

VietClimb
40 ngo 76 An Duong, Tay Ho, 
Ha Noi
Tel: (04) 6682.4352
www.vietclimb.vn
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